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AbstraeL First, we investigate a trace-set semantics of processes with g-recursion and arbitrary 
interleaving (merge). tt-Recursion is the analogue of  recursion in standard programming by means 
of a recursive procedure. Iteration using while-statements can be viewed as a special case of this: 
so-called regular recursion. The semantics is used to support a formalism that determines the 
merge of two regular sequential (nondeterministic) processes. Next, we turn to processes with 
merge, g-recursion, and a second kind of recursion, called a-recursion. This kind of recursion 
when applied in a regular form is the equivalent of the Kleene-star iteration known from formal 
language theory. It involves only arbitrary big, but finite numbers of iterations. A different, more 
complicated framework is needed to give meaning to this kind of processes. Hereafter we define 
the semantics of the fair merge of these processes. Finally, we use this to prove the correctness 
of a formalism similar to the one for arbitrary merge in order to calculate the fair merge of two 
regular sequential (nondeterrainistic) processes with g-recursion. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we shall develop a formalism to calculate arbitrary, and later on 
also, fair merges of a certain class of processes. In order to do this we shall first 
thoroughly study the semantics of those processes in Sections 2 and 4. In [7] we 
considered two types of semantics, one of which was based upon a certain ordering 
on traces. 
The way we shall proceed here will resemble this approach, but for dealing with 
fairness we cannot use the same semantics n this paper. To get a more homogeneous 
theory we have chosen to use a different ordering on trace sets from the start. We 
shall introduce a bottom action ± which can appear at the end of a trace to indicate 
that the trace in question is not yet finished. (This is similar to, e.g., Back's path 
semantics for unbounded nondeterminism [4] and Broy's stream semantics for 
multi-programming [13].) The ordering will be the so-called Smyth ordering. 
However, we shall see that in certain situations the semantics used here yields the 
same results as the one in [7]. 
Subsequently, we shall present a formalism to determine the arbitrary and fair 
merge of two regular sequential nondeterministic processes. To prove the correctness 
of the calculi proposed we need 'fixed-point transformation' lemmas, the idea of 
which will be explained in Sections 3 and 6. The technique to be applied there was 
introduced in [8], where it was used to deal with several properties of standard 
sequential programs. 
Then, in Section 5, we shall consider fair merges. By fairness we shall understand 
the following: suppose that two processes are running in parallel. This is modelled 
by interleaving the elementary actions of those two processes. Then it may not be 
the case that, from a certain moment onward, one process is running forever, no( 
allowing the other process (if not terminated already) to be interleaved. This problenl 
has already been studied by a great many people in different settings, all of them 
at first giving and then confirming the impression that it is a difficult subject. The 
way in which we shall encounter fairness is a rather simple one since the meaning, 
of our processes will be just to-languages (i.e., languages in which infinite word, 
may occur) representing the sets of traces of the elementary actions taken by th( 
processes concerned. 
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We shall not consider problems like enabledness of actions and have therefore 
no notions of weak and strong fairness. In fact, the simple notion of fairness we 
shall encounter is sometimes not even called fairness but impartiality [37]. 
In order to deal with fairness we must proceed in a way different from that in 
Section 2. As Back remarks at the end of his paper [4], his semantical domain is 
not suited to treat fairness problems ince this involves trace sets that are not closed 
with respect o the topology induced by a distance on traces based upon prefixes. 
In Section 2 we shall also need this closedness, although in a later stage than Back 
needs it (viz. to ensure continuity of the merge-operator and not to turn the domain 
into a cpo). The solution will be to also consider the dual of the ordering used in 
Section 2. We emphasize that we shall need the Smyth ordering and its dual as 
separate orderings, and not only in a combined form which is called the Egli-Milner 
ordering (as in [4]). This we shall see in Sections 4 through 6. 
As was said before, we shall present in Sections 3and 6 a calculus for determining 
arbitrary and fair merges respectively of regular processes. It is, of course, a 
well-known fact that the merge of two regular languages i again regular, and also 
for oJ-regular languages the analogous assertion isnot surprising. Furthermore, from 
[34] we know that also the fair merge of two oJ-regular languages i again o~-regular. 
But here we are interested in the method of calculating those resulting a,-regular 
languages or, to put it differently, in the method of eliminating the operators II and 
IIf in an co-regular context. Moreover, we shall base our proofs on purely semantical 
fixed-point theory and with regard to the fair merge this means that we shall not 
need the fairly complicated automata constructions that Park uses in [34]. To avoid 
any misunderstanding: we do not claim that our proofs are less complicated than 
those of Park. Our result, however, will be a calculus that is easy to use when we 
want to determine fair merges of regular languages. The relationship between our 
approach and that of Park's is not very obvious and deserves further study. 
There is quite an extensive literature on the topic of o~-languages dealing with 
several anguage-theoretical properties and relationships with various kinds of 
automata (see, e.g., [14]). Recently their use in semantical issues was introduced 
and in connection with this the work of Nivat (e.g., [32]) must certainly be mentioned. 
Denotational semantics, recursion, fixed-point theory and orderings on power- 
domains is treated in for example [5, 6, 30, 39, 40, 44]. The g-formalism is more 
fully explained in [6]. 
To get acquainted with the issue of concurrency inconnection with powerdomains, 
one can consult a number of papers uch as [7, 9, 10, 13, 17, 18, 21, 22, 23, 29]. In 
[18] a kind of trace theory is used to give a semantics to CSP-programs. Here, the 
authors consider traces of states (as Back does in [4]), but their main concern is 
the topic of communication, and infinite behaviour is treated less sophisticatedly. 
Although they too have an element .L (a bottom state), it only means ome state of 
incomplete computation (i.e., a computation that has not yet terminated success- 
fully), and it is not used as a bottom element of a cpo. They use as an ordering the 
simple set-inclusion ordering (with bottom element 0) and in their framework--as 
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in [4, 7]mpossibly infinite behaviour such as modelled by a*w a ~', where a °'= 
aaa . . . ,  cannot be distinguished from arbitrarily long but finite behaviour (such as 
a*). In dealing with fairness this approach cannot be taken since it is crucial here 
to discriminate between these two courses of conduct. 
An interesting treatment of fairness for languages with communication by syn- 
chronization recently appeared in [15]. In fact, our calculus can be viewed as an 
implementation f the ideas in Appendix 2 of [ 15], where, on the basis of theoretical 
considerations on infinitary languages, a way is indicated to compute the fair shuflte 
of two infinitary languages. Our calculus, however, works with (finite !) ~-expressions 
representing infinitary languages rather than with those infinitary languages them- 
selves, and is based directly upon properties of fixed points rather than upon 
properties of infinitary languages. 
A more algebraic approach of concurrency questions i  provided by [11, 12, 31]. 
In fact, we shall use an extension of Bergstra's and Klop's Process Algebra PA, 
which can be viewed as a calculus for nonrecursive processes. 
Finally, the more specific problem of fairness in various settings is treated by 
authors like [1, 16, 20, 27, 33, 34, 35, 37, 38, 43]. 
2.  P rocesses :  Syntax  and  semant ics  fo r  cer ta in  subc lasses  
Let A be some fixed, finite alphabet, he set of elementary actions. We shall let 
a (with possible marks such as primes and indices) range over A. Moreover, let 
~v~ be a set of (process) variables. 
2.1. Definition. A (iz-a-)process over an alphabet A is a syntactical object. The class 
~c  of processes is given by the following BNF-definition (here, we let s range 
over ~,~c): 
s::=e I a ls~ ; s2 l sa u s2 l s~ U. s2 l s~ II s~ l sl U_f s2 Is, II, s= Ix  I o, xE sl l ~x[ s], 
where a ~ A and x e ~v~.  
2.2. Remarks 
- The appropriate use of parentheses to avoid confusion is left to the reader. 
- The finiteness of the alphabet A of elementary actions will be needed in several 
places in the future. It will be explicitly stated where also an infinite (countable) 
alphabet would be allowed. Alternatively, it is possible to allow A to be infinite 
throughout the paper and then use the fact hat any given process only contains a 
finite subset of A. 
- We shall denote the set of process variables occurring in a process  by pvar(s). 
- e represents an 'empty action', leaving no trace at all (i.e., an empty history). 
- ; is the sequential composition operator. 
- u is the nondeterministic choice operator. 
- JJ is the merge operator, yielding arbitrary interleavings. 
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- IL is the leftmerge operator, yielding arbitrary interleavings starting with an action 
of the left-hand side. 
- [If is the fair-merge operator, yielding fair interleavings. 
- II.f is the fair leftmerge. 
- p.x[s] is a recursive process (the meaning of) which is the analogue of a call of 
a recursive procedure in standard (sequential) programs: it can be viewed as the 
"program' ( (x~s) lx )  standing for a call of procedure x with body s, which again 
may contain a call of x. The important point to note here is that the recursion can 
go on forever yielding an infinite number of iterations. 
- ax[s] ,  on the other hand, is also a recursive process but has no direct analogue 
in standard programming practice; it involves a finite number of iterations only. 
To clarify the difference between gx[s]  and oLx[s] further, it is advantageous to 
consider p.x[s] and oLx[s] in another way: the meaning of ax[s]  can be thought of 
as being generated by a (standard) grammar. For example, ax[ax  u b] is associated 
with the grammar x-> ax[ b which produces the set a*b = {b, ab, a2b, a3b, . . .}.  For 
instance, x=~ax::~a2x=~a2b. An alternative way of producing this set is solving 
the equation x = ax u b by starting iteration from the empty set 0: 0, aOu b = b, 
ab w b, a2b u ab u b, etc. This idea will be used to give a semantics for the a-construct 
in a formal way. 
On the other hand, the meaning of p.x[s] can be thought of as being generated 
by a corresponding to-grammar. This is a grammar where also productions of infinite 
(to-)words by means of to-productions are allowed. For instance, gx[ax u b] corre- 
sponds with the to-version of the grammar x-> axl b, which generates--besides the
set a 'b - -a lso  the infinite word a ~ = aaa . . .  : x=:>ax~a2x=~ • • .:::>a "°by means of 
a derivation of length to. It is well-known (cf. [34]) that these sets can also be 
produced in a set-theoretical way by iteration from the set A* of all finite and infinite 
words over A: A*, aA* u b, a2A * u ab u b, a3A * u a2b u ab u b , . . .  (In general, it 
may be necessary to iterate more than to times.) 
In this paper we shall give a semantics for these p.- and o,-constructs (and also 
eventually for constructs with mixed gs and ~ts), based upon fixed points in partially 
ordered sets. The relationship with formal languages is only used to guide the 
intuition and will not enter our formal definitions. One might consult papers like 
[14] if one would like to know more about the language-theoretical aspects of 
to-languages. The important thing to remember when reading this paper is that pure 
a-constructs (constructs that only contain oLs) produce finite words and g-constructs 
may produce infinite words. 
In the sequel we shall concern ourselves with various subclasses of ~o~: 
2.3. Definition. A process will be called sequential if no parallel composition 
operator (i.e., I[, IL, H f or it f) occurs in it. Hence, the class bD/~oc of sequentialprocesses 
is g iven by 
s::=e I a lSl ; s2 Is1 u s2 I x lax [s ] l  gx[s].  
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2.4. Definition. The subclass i~-~oc of pure ~-processes is given by 
s::=e I a Is, ; I sl s= I s, s21s, II s lx I gx[s].  
So a pure ~-process contains no a-constructs for recursion and no fair parallel 
compositions. 
In the sequel we shall need several further subclasses such as regular processes, 
but these will be introduced when they are needed. 
In this section we shall consider the semantics of pure W-constructs and not until 
Section 4 shall we occupy ourselves with the semantics of g-c~-processes in general. 
2.1. The semantic domain 
Now we shall develop the semantic framework for Pure w-processes. A complete 
partially ordered set (cpo) is a triple (C, E, ±c),  where C is a nonempty set, E is 
a partial order on C, ±c is an element in C such that ±c~-_x for all xe  C (the 
so-called bottom element of C), for which it holds that every ascending E-(to-)chain 
(xi)i has a least upper bound L_Ji<,o xi. 
For cpos C1 and C2, the cartesian product (C1 x (?2, E, (±c,, ±c2)) is a cpo where 
_ stands for component-wise ordering. A function f :  C1--> (?2 is called strict if 
f ( l c , )  = ±c2, monotonic if xlEx2 implies f(Xl)Ef(x2), and continuous if (i) f is 
monotonic, and (ii) f(I li<,o xi) = L.Ji<o,f(xi). The classes of strict, monotonic, and 
continuous functions C~ --> C2 are denoted C~ ->s (?2, C~ ->m C2 and C~ -~c C2, respec- 
tively. 
For functions fl  and f2" C1 --> C2 we define f~ E f2 i f f l (x)Ef2(x) for all x e C1. 
A fixed point of a function f :  C -> C is an element x of C such that f (x )  = x. 
If C is partially ordered, we can define a least fixed point (lfp): i~f= p.[Ax.f(x)] 
is the lfp of f :  C -> C if 
(a) g f  is a fixed point off ,  i.e., f (g f )= lxf, and 
(b) f (y )=y  implies that p.fEy. 
2.5. Proposition. (1) I f  C1 and C2 are cpos, then C1 -~ ¢ C2 is a cpo. 
(2) Every f ~ C "-~c C, where C is a cpo, has a least fixed point gf, obtained by 
gf= II f'(±¢). 
n . (  to 
For the proof we refer to [6]. 
In the sequel we shall abbreviate g[Ax.f(x)] to ~x.f(x). 
2.6. Proposition. Let C be a cpo. I f  f is monotonic and 
g f  = [_J fn(-l-c), for some ordinal p, 
n. ( la  
then 
Vy ~ C [ f (y )~ y~p. f  E y]. 
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Proof. Prove thatf"(±c)E_y by induction on n. [] 
An important notion is that of flatness as given in the following definition. 
2.7. Definition. Let C be a cpo. A subset S of C is called flat if 
Vx~, x2~ S [x~x2~x~ = x2]. 
2.8. Remark. What we call a flat set is sometimes called an antichain in the literature. 
This notion of flatness does not coincide with that of, e.g., [44]! 
Now, in order to deal with processes we consider the following set of what we 
shall call traces (or paths or streams) over an alphabet A: 
2.9. Def in i t ion .  Atr = A* u A*_L w A "° (where ± is not an element of A). 
So Atr consists of all finite words over A (the 'finished' traces or paths), all finite 
words over A ending with the element ± (the 'unfinished" traces or paths) and all 
infinite words over A (the 'infinite' traces or paths); A*u  A '° is usually denoted as 
A*; e will be the notation of the empty word (i.e., the string of length zero), and 
we shall use the abbreviations A += A*\{e} and A*= A*\{e}. We shall let h (and 
sometimes also) u, v and w (possibly with marks such as accents and indices) range 
over A tr. An important notion is the prefix relation: let h(n) denote the nth element 
of the string h (which is defined to be e for n > length(h)); we then have the following 
definition. 
2.10. Definition. h~< h2 (hi is a prefix of h2) iff Vn<~length(hl): h~(n)= h2(n). 
Further, hi < h2 (hl is a proper prefix of h2) if[ h~ < h2 a h~ # h2. 
h[n] will denote the string h (1) . . ,  h(n). E.g., ab[4]=abee=ab. So h[n]~h. 
Note that e~< h for every h e Atr. 
Furthermore, it will be useful to have the following notion of distance d : Atr x Atr-> 
[0, 1] between two traces (which we shall call the prefix distance): 
d(hl, h2)._.f2 -min{nlh,[n]'h2[n]} if:In: h,[n]~ he[n], 
[0 otherwise (i.e., if h~ = h2). 
So, as the difference between two traces is further away in the trace (i.e., appears 
at a higher index), the distance between them is less. d is a metric on Atr, thus 
inducing a topology on At r .  Hence we can use the usual topological notions, e.g., 
a Cauchy sequence (h,)n of traces will thus be a sequence (h,), for which d(hm, hn)--> 
0, for m, n~.  
2.11. Definition. To turn Atr into a cpo we define, for h~, h 2 E Atr, h~ E h 2 iit 
- i f  h~ is finished or infinite, then h~ = h2; 
- if h~ is unfinished, i.e., h~ = h~.l_, then hi <~ h2. 
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2.12. Remark. By this definition, an unfinished trace h~ approximates a trace h2 
obtained from hi by substituting some u ~ Atr, possibly u = e, for the bottom action 
±. Note that this implies that h_t_ ~ h for any h ~ A*. 
2.13. Proposition. (Atr, E, ±) is a cpo. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that the lub of an E-chain (h,)i<,0 is given by lub h~ = h~ 
if h~+l = h~ for every i I> io and some io; otherwise, lub hi is the infinite word obtained 
as the prefix supremum of the prefix sequence (h~), where, for all i 1> 0, hi = h~.±. [] 
2.14. Definition. To give meaning to nondeterministic or parallel processes we need 
sets of traces. So we try to turn ~(Atr), the powerset of traces, into a cpo by defining 
for/-/1, /-/2 E ~(Atr): HIEH 2 iff Vh2E H 2 =lhlE/-/1: h~m_h2. 
The ordering E is often called the Smyth ordering. Unfortunately, E does not 
make ~(A tr) a cpo as can be seen from the following well-known example (of., e.g., 
[4]). Take H~ = {a±, ab.l_, abc_t.} and/ /2  = {a±, abc±}. Then, H~ ___/'/2 and H2E H~, 
whereas/-/1 #/-/2. So _ is not even a partial order on ~(Atr). But E is a cpo on the 
class ~fl(A tr) of all flat subsets of Atr. 
2.15. Proposition. (~lt(Atr), E, {_1_}) is a cpo; an E-chain (Hi),<,o has as its least 
upper bound 
] ] H i={h~Atr lh=lubh , ,h ,~H~}.  
i<o~ 
For the proof we refer to [4]. 
2.16. Remark. The proof that is needed is in fact one half of that in [4]. Note that 
we do not need closedness of the sets at this point, as Back does, because we work 
with the 'easy' clause of the full Egli-Milner ordering. It will turn out that we only 
need closedness to ensure continuity of the operations " ;" ,  "w"  and "[[" to be 
defined later on. 
We observe the following facts. 
2.17. Proposition 
(1) VH~ ~a(A tr) it holds that HEO. 
(2) I f  (Hi)i<,,, is an E-chain in ~a(Atr), then also I li<,~ Hi c ~a(Atr). 
(3) I f  (Hi)i<o, is an ~_-chain in ~a(A t~) (so also an E-chain l), then I li<,o Hi = 
Ni<.H,. 
(4) I f  H1EH2EH3,  where 1-11 is flat, and we have higH1 and h3~ H3 such that 
hi E h3, then we can find an element h2e 1-12 such that hl E h2m__ h3. 
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(5) (Interpolation). I f  (Hi)i<~ is an g-chain in ~a(A ~r) and we have a chain (ho)j 
in A tr such that, for all j, h~j ~ Hij, then we can extend this chain to a chain (hi)i with 
hi ~ Hi by interpolating extra elements. 
(6) I f  (Hi)i<~ is an ~_-chain and 3i: Hi=O, then [_liHi=O. 
Proof. (1): Obvious. (So 0 is the top element of the domain.) 
(2) (Well-definedness of 11 !): Suppose h, h'~ I_JiHi and h~_h'. To be proved: 
h = h'. Suppose that h = lub hi, hi e Hi, and h'= lub hi, hi ~ HI. Consider hi and h~ 
for any i. We now know that hi_Elub hi = hEh' and that h[Elub hi = h'. So, either 
hi E h [ or h ~ E_ hi. Since both hi and h ~ are elements of Hi and Hi is flat, hi = h~. This 
holds true for every/. So h = lub hi = lub hi = h'. 
(3): We know that 
U Hi = {hi h = lub(hi), h, e Hi}. 
i<:to 
Since Ho ~_ H1 2"  • " holds and the flatness of the Hi is assumed, obviously, the only 
chains (hi)i that one can construct from the Hi are constant ones, and the only 
elements that can be used in those constant chains are those which are a member 
of each Hi, i.e., an element of Ni<,o H/. So L_Ji<,o Hi = (-~i<,~ Hi. 
(4): Since H2EH3, we can find some h2e//2 with h:~-h3. As we both have that 
h~___ h3 and h2---h3, either h~___ h: or h2---hi. Now, suppose h2---h~. Then, because of 
H~EH:, there is an h'~eH~ with h'~Eh2Eh~. Since H~ is flat, h~=h~=h:. So we 
always have h~___ h: (g h3). 
(5): Directly follows from (4). 
(6): Clear. [] 
2.18. Remark. Part (3) of Proposition 2.17 establishes ome relationship with [7]: 
the D_-ordering used there is a special case of _. Note that, as compared to the 
metric approach in [7], we are here in a slightly different situation that is easier to 
handle: here we have that finished traces that are different are incomparable. 
Moreover, we use flat sets and also another definition for the lub on sequences (viz. 
only for growing chains of unfinished traces do we get a kind of prefix supremum). 
2.2. Semantical operations 
Having established the semantic domain we can define the operations " . ", "+" ,  
and "1[" on it. In order to do this, we shall define auxiliary operations on a 
(sometimes) extended omain. We let A± stan~ for the alphabet A u {.1_}. Some of 
the functions below will be defined on A~ and ~(A*L) instead of their subsets A t~ 
and ~(At~). We shall use the notation hi * h2 for normal concatenation of two 
elements of At,, where 
hi * h2 = hi if hi is infinite. 
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Furthermore, we shall need another concatenation (called contracted concatena- 
tion and denoted as hi o h2 or simply hlh2), for which we have an additional 
requirement: ±h = ±. 
This is done more formally by introducing a function contr: A~--> A ~ yielding, 
for some h ~ A~, its prefix upto and including the first bottom action if ± occurs in 
h, and h itself otherwise, and then defining for h~, h2~ Atr: hi ° h2 =contr(h~ * h2). 
It is easy to see that the following proposition holds. 
2.19.  Proposi t ion.  For arbitrary h~, h2 ~ A~ it holds that contr(h~ * h2)= contr(h0 o
contr(h2). 
The proof is left to the reader. 
Next we introduce the following functions: 
(1) fl ('flatten'): ~(A tr)--> ~a(At'), defined by 
fl(H) = {h ~ HIVh' ~ H [h '~h~h'= h]}, 
i.e., the set of minimal (with respect o ~) elements of H. For instance, 
fl({a±, bc, ab±, abe})= {a±, be}. 
Note that the following proposition holds. 
2.20. Proposition. For all H ~ ~(Atr), fl(H) isflat and fl(H) ~ H. 
The proof is immediate from the definition. We proceed with our list of functions. 
(2) Composition ®: ~(A[)2-~ ~(A~), defined as 
/-11® H2= {hlh= hi * h2, h,c H,, 
(3) Contracted composition o: ~(Atr) 2--) ~(A  tr) defined as 
/-/1 o/-/2 = { h I h = hi ° h2, h~ ~/-/1, h2 ~/-/2} = { h [ h = contr(h'), h' ~ H~ ®/-/2}. 
(4) Flat composition • : ~(At~)2-~ (A  t~) defined by/-/1-/-/2 =fl(H~ o/-/2). 
(5) Set-theoretical union u : ~(Atr)2~, ~(Atr); here/-/i u/-/2 is defined as usual. 
(6) Flat union + : ~a(At~)2-, ~(At') ,  defined by H~ +/-/2 = fl(H~ u/-/2). 
(7)(a) Shuffle [: 0~(A~) 2-> ~(A~): First we define the shuffle h~ [h2 for h~, h2 ~ A[ 
as follows: Define 'coloured' copies Ai, A of A thus: 
A={~la~A},  .~={:tla~A}. 
Let X, X~ and X2 be homomorphisms (w.r.t. concatenation *) such that, for each 
a~A, X(~)=X(~)=a , X~(~)=X2(gt)=a , X2(FI)=XI(~)=~ , and X(e)=X~(e)= 
= 
We shall refer to X as 'decolourizing', and X-~(h) as a 'colouring' of h, For 
h ~ (AM ,~)*, x~(h) yields the part of h that is composed of elements in alphabet 
A~, and x2(h) yields the part of h composed of elements in ~ Now, for h~, h2 of 
finite length, we define 
h, I = {h Ifor some h' in X-~(h), x~(h') = h~ and x2(h') = h2}. 
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Observe that ± is treated as an ordinary symbol in the alphabet At ,  and hence, it 
may occur in the middle of a trace h • h~l h2. E.g., a± [ b = {ba±, ab±, a ± b}. If 
either hi or h2 is of infinite length, we define 
h, Oh2 = { h • A~13h' •X-~( h ) [x,(h') ~ h, ^  X2(h') ~ hE]}. 
Note that this implies that for such a colouring h' either xl(h') = h~ or x2(h') = h2. 
So at least one of the traces h~ and h 2 is totally included. 
2.21. Example. a°'lbc contains a~°ba2°ca '°, in which both the sequences a '° and bc 
are totally executed, but also a~°ba °', in which only a °' is executed in totality. 
Finally, we define for/-/1,/-/2• ~(A~): 
HII H2 = {h • (h~l h2)J hi • H~, h2• H2}. 
Now we continue our list of operators. 
(7)(b) leftshuflte L: ~(A*,) x ~(A*,) -> ~(A~): this operator is similar to shuffle I, 
but now yielding only traces that begin with an action of the left argument: for h~, 
h2 e A~ such that h~ # e, 
ht L h 2 "- { h • hi[ h2[ 3h' • X-~( h ) such that x~(h'[1]) • A}. 
ObServe that xl(h'[1]) • A implies that h'[1] is an element of h~. If it would be an 
element of h2, x~(h'[1]) would be e! 
Note furthermore that e L h is not a meaningful expression. Now, 
Hi L HE= {h • hi L h2lh~e H~, h2• H2}. 
(8)(a) 
(8)(b) 
(9)(a) 
(9)(b) 
Contracted shuffle It: ~(Atr)2-'> ~(Atr), given by 
H~IcH2 = {h[h = contr(h'), h' •/-/11//2}. 
Contracted leftshuffle L~: ~(Atr~{e}) x ~(A  tr)--> 0~(Atr), defined anal- 
ogously. 
Merge or flat shuffle H : OBo(Atr)2--> OD~(Atr), given by H1 [I/'/2 = fl(H~ [~H2). 
Leftmerge or flat leftshuffie IL: ~a(Atr\{e}) x 0~(A t')-* ~(At~), defined 
analogously. 
2.22. Proposition. For 1-11, H2 such that ~ ~ 1-11 u H2, 
H, I H2 = H~ L H2 u H2 L H~, HI Ic H2 = H, Lc H2 u H2 Lc HI, 
H, II H1 a_ H2+ H211. H~. 
The proof is trivial. 
2.23. Remark. The left-operations will be very useful in the future. The idea of it 
stems from [ 11] where IL was needed to give an algebraic treatment of processes 
with merge. For convenience, we define e L h = {h}. 
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2.24. Remarks. (1) Note that if H~ and/-/2 are fiat, composition o, union w, and 
merge I do not preserve flatness, as can be seen from the following examples: 
{a, ab±} o {bcd} = {abcd, ab±}, 
{±} w {a} = {±, a} and {±}l{a}={±,a±}.  
So 'flattened' versions are needed to stay within ~a(Atr). 
(2) An algebraic approach is also possible (cf. [11]). The advantage of this is 
that we have some manipulation method to calculate merges of finite sets of finite 
traces. For infinite sets of possibly infinite traces the projective limit construction is 
used. However, this does not provide a direct method to calculate the merge of two 
infinite traces, nor does the topological method of [9, 10]. 
(3) Note that [I is commutative, associative, and distributive with respect o +. 
This fact allows us to calculate a merge of n trace(-set)s pairwise and in any order, 
and also to calculate, e.g., H~ II H and/-/2 H H separately to obtain (/-/1 +/-/2) [I H. 
2.25. Lemma. For H ~ ~(A tr) (not necessarily flat !) we have that 
(1) H ~ fl(H), 
(2) fl(H)  H. 
The proof is omitted. 
2.26. Corollary. For Il l ,  HE ~ ~}(A t~) it holds that HI ~_ H2~fl(H1) _ fl(H~). 
Now we establish monotonicity of the operators. 
2.27. Theorem. The operators o,., ~, +, I~, II, k~, IL are monotonic on ~a(A~). 
Proof. We only prove the monotonicity of o, ", and I¢. 
(o): To prove the first part, we take some element h"= hh2, for h ~ H, h2~/-/2 
Then, :]h i E H1 such that hi - h2. If hi ~ A* w A °~, hi = h2 and so, for h' = hh~ ~ H o Ill 
we have that h'=h" and thus, h'~_h". If h~A*±,  h~=h~± for some h~A anc 
h~ < h2. So hh~ < hh2 and hh~Ehh2. 
To prove the second part, we take some element h"= h2h, h2~ 1"12, h ~ H. Onc~ 
more we know that there is an h~ ~/-/1 such that hi ~ h2. If  h~ ~ A*u  A% h~ = h 
again and h~hc_h2h. If h~ ~ A*±, hi = h~± and h~ ~< h2, so h~ <<. h2 << . h2h, i.e., hlh = 
hl c h2h. 
( .) :  Immediately follows from (o) by means of  Corollary 2.26. 
(It): Take some h"~ h H h2, he H, h2~H2. Again, there is an hl~Hl  such tha 
h~E_h2. Two cases can occur: h~ ~ A*wA '° is trivial since then again h~ = h2. I 
h~ = h~± with h~ < hE (SO h2-  h~h~), we have to show h I~ h~±m_h [¢ h~h~. Take sore 
u ~ h I¢ h~h~. Then there exists ~ ~ X-~(u) s.t. X~(~) ~< h and X2(u) <~ h~h~. Now, not 
that h [~ h~± contains an element v for which there exists a ~e ;~-~(v) with X~(~) ~< 
and X,(~)~< h~±, and furthermore, v is the same as u upto the point (if it exists 
where in v we encounter ± and in u we have the first element of hl. So there exist 
an element v ~ h I h~± such that v~_ u. []  
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At several points in the future we shall also need the continuity of the operators. 
It will turn out that + is continuous, but also that for the continuity of • and I[ we 
must require the sets to be closed. 
2.28. Theorem. Let H, Hi ~ ~a(A t~) and Hi an E-chain. Then, 
H+ U Hi= U (H+Hi ) .  
i<ta  i<to  
The proof  is omitted. 
Unfortunately, • and ][ are not continuous operators on ~a(Atr), as can be seen 
from the following examples: Take H = {a °'} and Hi = {h ~ A*[ h = a ~i} for i= 1, 
2, . . . ,  i < to. Then Hi is an _D-chain, so also an ___-chain, and L.Ji<o, Hi = 0 since there 
are no lubs one can build throughout all the Hi. But Ui<,o (Hi" H) = U {a °'} = {a~}. 
So Ui<  (H,. H)# (Ui<  Hi). H. 
One can also see that ([_]i<~ Hi) ]l H = ~, whereas ] l i<~ (Hi II H) contains a ~, so 
also Ui<~ (HiIIH)~(U,<~H,)I]I' I. 
But, as in [7], the operators • and II are continuous on the closed subsets of 
~(At~), given in the following definition. 
2.29. Definition (cf. [4, 26]). A set H e ~(A  tr) is closed if, for any infinitely often 
increasing chain (hi)i of unfinished paths (in A tr) such that Vhi 3h~ ~ H[hi E h~], we 
have that lub hi E H. 
2.30. Example. a*b is not closed since, for the chain ±Ea±Ea2±E • • • ,  it is the 
case that a"± E_ anb ~ a*b but the lub of this chain, a '°, is not contained in a*b. On 
the other hand afb is closed. 
2.31. Remark. This concept of closedness amounts to the same as the more topologi- 
cally phrased one that is used in [7]. 
2.32. Proposition. H is closed if/' every Cauchy sequence has a limit within H. 
Proof. Suppose H is closed and we have in H a Cauchy sequence (h[)i = (uivi)i 
where (ui)i is a prefix chain. So, take the chain (hi)i=(ui±)i n Atr; then, Vi: 
hi E_ u~vi = h~ and so lim h~ = lub h~ ~ H. 
For the converse we assume that we have an infinitely often increasing chain (hi)i 
with every h~ e A*£ such that Vh~ 3h[ ~ H[hi E hi]. Then (hi) obviously is a Cauchy 
sequence, which has a limit h ~ H. Since lub hi = lira h~ = h, we have proved our 
proposition. [] 
2.33. Definition. To prove the continuity o f .  and [[ when one restricts oneself to 
closed subsets, we proceed in a way very analogous to the proof of continuity in 
[7]. We define c~ _-the class of closed and fiat subsets of A ~r. 
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As was seen in the examples, the problem concerns the emptiness of the least 
upper bound of an ~-chain in ~f l (At r ) .  But in c~ this problem does not occur, as is 
shown in the following lemma. 
2.34. Lenuna. I f  (H~)~<o~ is an ~_-chain such that all Hi are nonempty, flat, and closed, 
then [_Ji<o, Hi is nonempty and closed. 
Proof. To establish the nonemptiness of [_Ji<~ Hi, we proceed as follows: (This 
proof is due to Kok [25]; in [30], a more constructive proof is given.) Define FoI(H) 
for H _c A t~ as the set of 'followers' of elements of H: 
FoI(H) = {h' ~ At~J :lh ~ H: h __ h'}. 
Clearly, FoI(H) E H and H E FoI(H). Furthermore, it is easily verified that 
H__ H'  iff Fol(H) ~ FoI(H'). 
So, since (H~)i is an ___-chain, (FoI(H~))~ is an D_-chain. Moreover, FoI(H~) can be 
shown to be closed (for every i). This implies that the lub [-)i<o, Fol(Hi) of the 
___-chain (Fol(Hi))i<,o is nonempty. (From [7] we know that 
N,<o Fol(I-/,) -- { h h = lira h,, hi Fol(/-/i)}. 
Since the Hi are nonempty, Fol(Hi) is nonempty for every i. So we can take a 
sequence hi ~ Fol(Hi). Since A is finite, there is a converging subsequence h t 
Suppose h = lira h t Clearly, since Fol(Hi) is an _~-chain, we can extend the sequence 
to a sequence (h[)i with h~¢Fol(Hi) and lira hi=l i ra hij= h. So we find he 
Ni<,o Fol(Hi).) Finally, from f']i<~ Fol(H~)=L]i<~ Fol(H~) and the fact that 
L_]i<~ Fol(Hi) is Smyth-equivalent to [ [i<o, Hi, we conclude that {[i<~ Hi # ~ as 
well. The closedness of ~i<,o Hi is proved as in [4]. [] 
2.35. Remark. If we do not have that A is finite or that all Hi are closed, the 
preceding lemma is not true as is shown in the following examples: 
(1) Hi = {a" ln  t> i}. Then,  H~ _~ Hi+,, so also H~c_Hi+,. But Il i<~ Hi = ['-li<~ Hi = 
0, whereas every Hi # 0. 
(2) Let A={ao, a,, a2,.. .} be infinite, A, =A\{ao, a , , . . . ,  a,}, H[=A~ 
(=  A/*\{e}). Then  again, H~ ~_ H~+I (and ~ '  c t4, ~ , , = - -  i - -  " "  i+ , J ,  Hi ~ ~ for all i, but [li<~ Hi 
2.36. Theorem. (1) I f  H1, 1-12 ~ c~, then also 1-11"/-/2, /-/1 +/-/2, 
H, II H2 
(2) I f  Hi, H[~ c~ such that (Hi)i and (H[)~ are ~_-chains, then 
for +,L ,  lit 
H~ IL H2 an¢ 
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Proof. The proof exactly follows the lines of the proof of Theorems 2.9 and 2.10 
of [7], using the previous lemma. [] 
2.37. Remark. If A would be infinite, we can have discontinuity of I] and • on ~. 
Take A= {ao, a~,...} infinite. A.  =A\{ao ,  a l , . . . ,  a.} and H, = A*.. Then /4. is 
closed for every n, H. is an ___-chain, so certainly an ___-chain, but, as L__].<~ H. = ~, 
we have 
0 = {a~'} • [_~ H .  ~ [_~ ({a~'} • H.) = L_~ {a~}= {a~'}. 
n 
2.3. Semantics o f  ix-processes 
Finally, we are able to give meaning to t~-processes by means of a semantic 
mapping. 
Let F = ~,,~,-> ~ be the set of environments giving interpretations of the process 
variables. 3/ will range over F and, in this subsection, we let X range over ~; 
y{X/x}  will stand for the environment 3,in which the value of x is set to X. 
We define a semantic mapping [[-]]=: t~-~c-*  (F- .  ~) by 
~a~=_(7)={a}, I[e~=(7) = {e}, 
~sl ; s~=(~)= [s,L(y).  ~s~L(~), 
s~ u s~=( y ) = [ sd~(~)  + ~ s~=(~),  
Is, II s~k(y)= Is,~=(~)II s~L(~), 
~xR=(y)= y(x) ,  and ~ixx[s]]=(y)=ixO~., 
where ~,.~ = AX. l s ]=(y{X/x}) .  The existence of gO,.~ is ensured by the following 
lemma. 
2.38. Lemma. AXI . . . AX,~s]=( y{ Xdx~} 7=I)~ ( ~->( ~- ,  . . . ( ~-~ ~ )--~. . .) ) is mon- 
otonic and continuous. 
The proof is routine, cf. [6]. 
Lemma 2.38 implies the following fact. 
2.39. Theorem. [ixx[s]]=(~/)=l[,<,o O~,y({±}). 
The proof follows standard semantical considerations. 
In the following we shall adopt the convention of dropping the environment y 
in the meaning of syntactically closed processes (i.e., processes without free process 
variables) since in this case it plays no role, i.e., if s is syntactically closed, then we 
write Is]= instead of Is]=(3,) for arbitrary ~,. 
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A it-process is called Greibach (or guarded) if every variable occurring in it is 
preceded ('guarded') by an elementary action a e A. E.g., ttx[a ; x u b] is Greibach 
and also ~.x[a U. x] is Greibach, whereas ttx[x], ttx[x u a], t~x[a ; x u x], t~x[x ; a] 
and tLx[a II x] are not Greibach. We now have the following easy proposition. 
2.40. Propositiou. I f  p.x[s] with pvar(s)= {x} is a process that is not Greibach (so 
x is not guarded), then [l~x[s]]=  {,l,}. 
ProoL Since in s we have unguarded occurrences of x, Os({-l-})= {_1_}. (Because • 
and U. are strict in their left argument and + and II are strict in both their arguments.) 
{±}={±}. [] 
2.41. Examples 
(1) [~x[x]L=[~x[xu  a]]==~t~x[a ; xu  x]]==~t~x[x ; a ] ]== (,l,}. 
(2) ~x[a  ; x]]]==U,<~, {a"-L}={a'°}. 
(3) ~t~x[a ; xwb]]==l I.<, {a"±, a"-lb, a"-2b,. . . ,  ab, b}={a° '}u  a 'b= atb. 
(4) [ttx[a;(xlL b)]]==l  I,<o, {a"±}={a'°}. 
2.42. Remark. If we compare this semantics with the 'linear time' semantics given 
in [7], we notice some similarities although the basic domains are totally different. 
For instance, the proof of continuity of composition and merge are very much alike 
and in both cases we have to restrict ourselves to closed sets. The main difference, 
however, is the production of infinite traces. In [7], these are generated by starting 
with all infinite words (viz. the starting point in A t= A*u  A ' )  and then keeping 
some of them in the next approximations and successively disposing of others. Here 
we produce infinite words in a more natural way: by successively lengthening 
unfinished but finite strings. (The starting point of iteration is {±}.) A consequence 
of all this is also the difference in the behaviour of non-Greibaeh processes, e.g., 
[~x[x ; a ]L  = {±} which is much more natural than A ~, which is the outcome of 
[t~x[x ; a]]L in [7]. But for Greibach processes it does not matter which of the two 
semantics one takes since for those processes the choice of the starting point of 
iteration plays no role (cf. [32, Theorem 7]). 
In retrospect we can view ± - lt~x[x]]= as an atomic action that does not terminate. 
Furthermore, looking only at sets flattened by the rule {±}+{h} = {±} corresponds 
to considering only the worst case: if some process may diverge, then we consider 
it as a non-terminating process, period. So this is a form of what is sometimes called 
'demonic nondeterminism" (cf. [13, 39]), 
Finally, a note on notation: In the rest of this paper we will sometimes delete the 
; in processes: we shall write ixx[abx u cd] instead of p~x[a ; b ; x u c ; d]. With 
sloppy use of language we shall sometimes ay that gx[ax u b] = atb, instead of 
formally stating that [t~x[ax u b]]= = a*b. Furthermore, we shall suppress { } when 
it is clear what is intended writing for instance a IL b± for {a} I1. {b±}. 
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This concludes this section about semantics. In Section 3 we shall use this 
semantical framework to treat merges of sequential (regular) processes. 
3. On the elimination of the merge operation 
3.1. The basic fixed-point ransformation lemmas 
In [8], a technique was developed to define syntactic transformations of a I~- 
construct in such a way that it is sound with respect o a given semantics, provided 
that a sound definition was given for ~-less constructs. In this section we shall 
follow this technique, but in such a way that it can be understood without ever 
having seen the paper mentioned above. 
The basis of it all is the following semantic lemma with its variations. 
3.1. Lemma (FTL 1). Let C, C' be cpos. 
fe (C ->cC) ,  g ~ (C -%,¢ C'), he(C ' ->mC' ) ,  
and, for  all x e C, g ( f (x ) )  = h(g(x)), then ixh exists, and g(~f) = ~h. Furthermore, 
i~h =1 I,<o, h'(z).  
Proof. g(o,f) = g(f(P, f ) )  = h(g(p,f)).  So g(p,f) is a fixed point of h. Furthermore, 
for all k, g( fk (±) )  E p,h. This is proved by induction: for k = 0 it is right by strictness 
of g, and the induction step follows from 
g(fk+l(±))  = h(g( fk (±) ) )  E h(~h) = p,h. 
So g(p,f)=g(l lk<~,fk(- l - ))=[._Jk<~,g(fk(±))~p,h. NOW, since g(p,f), as we saw 
above, is a fixed point of h, g(p,f) = ~,h. 
Moreover, for all k, 
g(fk(± )) = h(g(fk-~(.l_) ) ) = hZ(g(fk-2(.l-) ) ) . . . .  = h k(g(.l_) = h k(.l.). 
Hence, 
P'h = g(la'f)= g(k~<,,, (fk('l '))) = i,<,~ll g( fk (±) )= k<~[ I hk(z) .  [] 
3.2. Lemma (FTL 2). Let C, C' be cpos. I f  
fe (C  -->cC), goe(C -%.¢ C'), 
gi ~ ( C --> m C') for  ( i = l, . . . , n ), and 
are monotonic in every argument and Vx ~ C: 
go(f(x))  = h(go(X))(g,(x))  . . . (g,(x)), 
then 
go(~f) = ~z[h(z)(g,(~f))... (g (~f))].  
h ~ (C '"+1-, C') 
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The proof is analogous to that of FTL 1. 
In this section we shall need an extension of FTL 2 (Lemma 3.2). 
3.3. Lemma (FTL 3). C1, C2, (?3 cpos. If 
Ae(C l -~¢ Cl), A1~(C2-'>¢C2), 
go, g,e(C, xC2-->C3) ( i= 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n) 
such that go is strict, monotonic, and continuous in both arguments and gi (1 <~ i<~ n) 
are monotonic and continuous in both arguments, if h ~ ( C~+4-~ Ca) is monotonic in 
every argument, and V x ~ CI , y ~ C2: 
go(f~(x),f2(y))=h(go(X,y))(go(x, f2 y)))(go(f~(x),y))(g(x,y)) (1) 
where g(x, y) = (gl(x, y), g2(x, y) , . . . ,  g,(x, y)), then we have that Ixz[h(z)(z)(z) 
(g(~f,, Ixf2))] exists and equals go(pLf,, ~f2). 
The proof is omitted. 
Also the following variations are needed. 
3.4. Lemma (FTL 4). CI, (?2, (?3 are cpos. I f  
f lE(Cl - -~eCl)  , A1~(C2">¢ 62), 
go, g,e(c, xc2-,Ca), ( i=l , . . . ,  n) 
such that go is strict in only the first argument and continuous in both, gi are monotonic 
t ~ n+2 in both arguments, if h E ~. t..3 '-> Ca) is monotonic in every argument and Vx ~ C,, 
y~ C2: 
go(f~(x),f2(y)) = h(go(X, y))(go(X,A(y)))(g(x, y)), (2) 
then we have that pLz[h(z)(z)(g(~fl, ~f2))] exists and equals go(~fl, P~f2). 
The proof is analogous to the proof of FTL 2. 
For simultaneous fixed points we will use the following lemma. 
3.5. Lemma (FTL 5). Let ( C, E) be a cpo. I f  
fEC  ~¢C, g~,gz~C ~¢.sC , 
such that 
gl(f(x))=h~(gl(x))(g2(x)) and 
then we have 
h,(z)(z'))(z'). 
hi, h2E C -->m (C ")'m C) 
g2(f(x))= h2(gl(x))(g2(x)), 
that gl(~f)= p,z. hl(z)(g~z" h2(z)(z')) and g2(l~f)= I~z" h2(~z" 
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Proof. Let (*) stand for gz. h~(z)(gz', h2(z)(z')) and (**) for O.z" h2(gz" 
h, (z ) (z ' ) ) ( z ' ) .  
First we remark that g2(Pf) is a fixed point of az'.h2(g~(pf))(z'), so g:(txf)~ 
p~z' . he(gl(pf) ( z'). Consequently, 
gl(pf)  = h~(g~(Pf))(gz(P.f))~-h~(g~(pf))(I xz' " h:(g~(~f))(z')), 
and so, also by Proposition 2.6, g~(l~f)~-(*). Likewise we prove that g2(P.f)~-(**). 
Next, by the continuity of g~ and gz, it is enough to prove that 
g~(f"(±))___(*) and g2(f"(_l_))_m(**). 
We shall do this simultaneously by induction. 
For n = 0 it is right by the strictness of gl and g2. 
g~(f"+~(,±)) = h~(g~(fn(±)))(g2(f"(.l.)))Eh,((*))((**)). 
If we can prove that (** )_  p.2z' • h:((*))(z'), we have finished since then 
g~(f"+~(.l.))m_h~((*))((**))m_h((*))(p.2z', h2((*))(z')) = (*). 
In order to prove this, we proceed as follows: 
I.~z'" hz((*))(z')=l~z', h2(l~z" h,(z)(pLz', h:(z)(z')))(z') 
(by fpp:) 
= h2(Ixz" hl(z)(p.z" h2(z)(z')))(p.z'" h2(ixz" hl(z)(~z" h2(z)(z')))(z')) 
= h2(p.z" hl(z)(p.z'[h2(p.z" hl(z)(p.z" h2(z)(z')))(z')])) 
(p~z" h2(Ixz" hl(z)(Ixz" h2(z)(z')))(z')) 
= 
So la, g ' '  h2( ( * ) ) ( z ' )  is a fixed point of Az'.h2(P.Z" hl(z)(z'))(z'), and consequently, 
by lfp, 
(**) = I~Z' " h2(p.z" hl(z)(z'))(z')~lxz" h2((*))(z'). [] 
To deal with functions gi with two arguments, we can form variations of  this 
lemma like the following. 
3.6. Lemma (FTL 6). Let (C,=__) be a cpo, and let f~, f2e C->~ C, gl, g2~ 
( C x C) "> c C, strict in its first argument, and hi, h2 E C ">m ( C ">m C) such that 
g~(f~(x), f2(y)) = h~(gl(x, y))(g2(x, y)), 
g2(f~(x),A(Y)) =h2(g~(x, y))(g2(x, y)); 
then, 
and 
g (gfl, gA)  = gz .  h (z)(gz' . 
g2(l~fl ,  pf2)  = la, Z ' '  h2(p,z" hl(z)(z'))(z ') .  
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The proof is analogous to that of FTL 5. 
3.2. Merging sequential regular processes by means of syntactical transformations 
In this subsection we shall concentrate on regular sequential it-processes. Regular 
processes constitute an important subclass of processes, viz. those processes that 
can be described by flowcharts (see also [6]). The class c¢Se~it-~,oc of closed 
sequential regular it-processes i given by the BNF 
r::=elalr, ; r2lr~u r2]~x[r, ; xu  rz]litx[ra ; x]. 
(These processes are called (syntactically) closed, because they do not contain free 
variables.) In this class we encounter familiar constructs as itx[a ; x] and tLx[a ; x u 
b], the meaning of which are {a '°} and atb respectively. It is for this kind of processes 
that we shall devise a calculus to determine (left)merges. 
3.2.1. Normal it-processes 
In order to calculate (left)merges of regular processes we need a few intermediate 
steps. First we define the class of ~ it-~,oc of regular processes that syntactically 
include open processes thus: 
s::=e]alxlr ; s l s lu  s2 l i tx [ r ,  XU S]] itX[r ; x], 
where in the various clauses, r stands for a closed regular process in q~SC~it-~,oc 
Notice that ~Segt i -~,o~ c_ 5e~ it-~,oc. Next we define a subclass )¢'it-~,oc of these 
not necessarily closed regular processes which we shall call normal #-processes a~, 
follows: 
t::=e] alx] a ; t] t lu  t2] itx[ t]. 
Note that the only composition operator we have in this class is prefixing ar 
elementary action. 
These normal it-processes can be viewed as normal forms of (sequential) regulaJ 
it-processes due to the following fact. 
3.7. Theorem. (1) For any s ~ 3~i t -~,oc  there exists a t ~ Nit-~,oc such that 
 tll (y) = 
(2) Moreover, if s is syntactically closed (i.e., s ~ cg~it -~,oc) ,  then t can be chose] 
syntactically closed as well. 
Sketch of proof. It is sufficient to show that if tl, t2 ~ .N'it-~,o~ and t I is syntactical/: 
closed, then there is a tENit-~,oc such that Vy: [t]=(y)=~q;t2]z(y) (becaus, 
then we can proceed by induction on s to complete the proof). This can be don, 
by means of the following (meaning-preserving) transformations: 
(0) e; t=t ,  
(1) (a;tl);t2 =a;(f i ;t2),  
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(2) (t' ~ t") ; t "" (t' ; t) ~ (t" ; t), 
(3) ~x[t' ; x] ; t "  ~x[t '  ; x], 
(4) p,x [ t ' ;x~t" ] ; t ' -p .x [ ( t '  ; x )~( t " ; t ) ] .  
It is an easy exercise to prove that these reduction rules preserve meaning. 
Moreover, since applying them decreases the complexity of h, we can prove the 
assertion above by induction on this complexity. (This idea is elaborated more 
formally in [5, Chapter 5] in the context of (sequential) deterministic programs.) 
(2): Analogous to (1). [] 
3.2.2. The syntactical transformations L and 
In this subsection we shall define the syntactical transformations L and H with 
intended meaning L and [[ on the class N~-~,oc of normal ~.-processes. This will 
be done according to the technique of [8]: first, we write down how the transforma- 
tions work on basic (i.e., non-i~)-constructs, and then we extend this system to the 
whole class (including p.-constructs) using ~-constructs in the result. Then we prove 
that this extension is sound by means of the semantical fixed-point ransformation 
lemmata. 
In this way we obtain the following syntactical transformation g on N~-~,oc 2 
(we assume that we have rules concerning u,  ;, and I~): 
(0) x g t is an element of ~t,~,, a set of auxiliary variables disjoint with ~,~, :  
we shall denote the element obtained by x ~ t as x~,; 
(1) aL_ t=a; tandeL_ t=t ;  
(2) (a ; tl) E t=a  ; (h ~ t )ua  ; ( t~  h); 
(3) ( t lu  rE) L t=(hL  t )u ( t2~ t); 
t * (4) ~x[s] ~ t = ~xt,[(s ~ t)[~x[s] L ,/xt,,]t, , ,[~x[s]/x]],  for t ~ ~y[sl] for some 
y and sl; 
(5)  x[sd L_  y[s2] = L s2)([ x[sd L 
[z/xt j [p.x[sl] /x][p.y[s2]/y]]  (here, z is a fresh variable in ~,~, ) .  
Explanation and remarks: (0): For any variable x, xL, is again a variable and 
thus an ending point of the computation of L: it cannot be rewritten anymore. 
(1): a L_ t becomes a ; t: this is the way L is eliminated in the end. 
(2), (3): To calculate L in this case we can do it by calculating L of smaller terms. 
(4): To calculate p.x[s] ~_ t we proceed thus: 
Step 1: We calculate s ~ t. 
Step 2: s L t may contain variables xLt, where the t~ are certain subprocesses of 
t, and also x itself. 
Step 3: We replace xtt, (for t~ # t) by the (sub-)transformation gx[s] L t, and we 
evaluate this by means of the rules for L. 
Step 4: Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the only variables left are occurrences of x 
(this explains why an asterisk is placed at the substitution of xt~,). 
Step 5: Replace x by ixx[s]. 
Step 6: Bind the remaining occurrences of xLt by ~xt, placed at the front of the 
formula obtained. 
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(5): The calculation of ixx[s~] L_ tl, y[s2] is similar, only somewhat more compli- 
cated: 
Step 1" Calculate s~ ~ s2. 
Step 2: The result may contain variables of the form xLt, and Y,.t~ where the t~ are 
subexpressions of s2 and the tl are subexpressions of s~ (and also the variables x 
and y themselves may occur). 
Step 3: For t~ # y, s2 replace x~t, by i~x[s~] L_ t~, and calculate this (sub-)transforma- 
tion. 
Step 4: Replace YL,~ by p.y[s2] ~ t[ and calculate this transformation. 
Step 5: Repeat Steps 2, 3, and 4 until only occurrences of the variables xLy, xL~2, 
x, and y are left. 
Step 6: Replace x~y and x~ 2 by a fresh z ~ ~, .  
Step 7: Replace x by ~x[s~]. 
Step 8: Replace y by p~y[s2]. 
Step 9: Bind the remaining occurrences of z by i~z placed at the front of the 
formula obtained. 
We shall see later on that if we calculate t~ I[. t2 for t~, t2 ~ N~-~oc ,  we get again 
a normal process in N~-~,~c _ ~ p~-~oc. The intended meaning of IL. is of course 
U.. We shall prove this in the next theorem. But before we shall do this, we shall 
give a few examples of applications of L. 
(a) a*bu_(cud)~-p~x[axub]L (cud)  
= i~[~d)[(axL(~,..,a)u a((c u d) ~ x) u b g (c u d))[p,x[ax u b]/x]] 
= i~z[(azu a(c ~_ x)u  a(d L x)u  b(cu  d))[p,x[ax u b]/x]] 
= p,z[azu ac ; p ,x [axu  b]u  ad ; p,x[ax u b ]u  bcu  bd] 
= ataca*b u atadatb  u atbc u a*bd. 
(b) (ab) ~ IL c = p.x[abx] ~_ c = ~xt ,  [[abx ~ c][p.x[abx]/x]] 
= gxt,[abxt~ u abc ; i~x[abx] w acb ; p.x[abx]] 
~- (ab)t(abc u acb)(ab)% 
(c) a"  IL b" --- p,x[ax] L p,y[by] = ixz[ax IL._ by[ . . .  ]] 
= p,z[(ax, by abx y abyLx)[gy[by] L_
First we calculate 
so that 
 y[by] x =  YLx[bYLx u b*bxL  
a '° II. b °" -- p,z[az u abz u abbtbz] = ~z[ (a  u ab u abbtb)z] 
= Ixz[(a u abbt)z] ~ ~z[ (abt )z ] - -  (ab*)% 
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Now, in order to prove the soundness of this system ~ for L, we need an additional 
notion: 
3.8. Definition. We shall call an environment y e ~v,~, ~ c~ with the property that, 
for every s e ~-~wc, 
Vx e ~,, ,~: y (x~)  = y(x) u_ ilsL(~) 
consistent. 
3.9. Theorem. I f  fi and h are normal processes with disjoint (free or bound) variables, 
then 
~t, ~_ t2llAy)= ~taL(Y) U_ [ tdAy)  
for every consistent environment y. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on length(q) + length(h). For convenience we omit 
the subscript g. 
(o). ~xL_ s'~(v) =~&A(~)  = "r(x,.A=,/(x) n-~s'l('v)=~x~(y)u-H(y). 
(1): Omitted. 
(2): [[a ; sa I1._ s'](y) 
= [a ; (sa ~ s ' )u  a ; (s'L sx)ll(y) 
= ({a}. [Is1 I1._ s '](y))  + ({a}. ~s' I[. sa](y)) 
= ({a}- ([sa](y) IL [ s ' ] (y ) )+{a}.  (l[s'](y) II I[sa](y))) 
= {a}- [[sl](y) Ik [Is'](y) =[[a ; sa](y) U [[s']](y). 
Analogous. 
Let s = ~x[s~]. We will now investigate ~s~ s']. Consider the following 
(3): 
(4): 
functions: 
¢, : , , Jx )  = ~s, l (~{X/x}) ,  
and 
gL~(X)  = X U_ [[tI(y) for every normal t 
~s, ts, ~(X)(  Y ) (ZO . . . (Zm) = [[s, ~ s']( y{X/x}{  Y]xLs,}{ZJxt,,}~'=a), 
where the xL,, are the free variables occurring in the result of the transformation 
sl ~ s'. Note that only a finite number m of those residues can occur. 
We now want to apply FTL 2 (Lemma 3.2): we take n = m + 1 and we choose for 
f, go , . . . ,g , ,h :  
f=  ~bs.~ e (c~ oc ~), 
go = g~, ,~ (c~ -*c ~) ,  gi = gL,,,~ ~ (~ ~m c~) (1~ i<~ m) 
(in fact we have g~ (~-% ~)). 
gm+~ = aX.X e ( ~ - ' .  ~) ,  
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and 
h .= ~s~gs,,3,E (~m+2 "->m (~) monotonic in every argument. 
Note that gLs, y({-l-})={&} IL is'I] ={_1_}, so gL,'.,/~ (c~ _% c~) as well. Finally, we 
observe that 
g~,,,,(~,,,,(x))=[sdT{X/x} u. H(7)=~s37{X/x}  R_ HT{X/x}  
(since x is not free in s'). Abbreviating 7{X/x} as 7' and defining to to be s', this 
becomes as the xt,, (i = O, 1 , . . . ,  m) occur in neither sl nor s' (since ~v~,  n Mv~, = 
0): 
[s~](7'{X u- [ t,]( 7') /x~,,} 7=o) U. D']( 7'{ X u- ~ t,]( 7') / x~,,} 7=o), 
which, in its turn by induction and the consistency of the environment 
7 '{x  u. ~ t,]( 7')/ x~,,}'Lo = 7 ' ix  ~ ~ td( ~,)/ x~,,} ?~o 
(since x ~ var(h))  
I m = 7 {g,,,. ,(X)/x,,,},=o, 
so that 
~x[s l ]  L_ s'](7) 
= [~xL..([s,  ~_ s ' ] [~x[s,]  L_ t,/xL,,]m__l[~x[s,]/x])](7) 
=~Z[s ,  L_ S I ( r I [~x[s , ] ] (7) /x}{Z/XL. .} I I~x[s , ]  L_ t,](7)/XL,,}7~,) 
(by induction again:) 
= ~Z[s ,  L_ s'l(7{[~x[s,]l(7)/x}{Z/x,,.}{(bzx[s,]](7) u_ [t,l(7))/x.,,}7=l 
= ~z[  ~., ~ ,..,(v~'t',,.O( z ) (~, , . , (v~ ~.,..))] = gL,,.,(v~'t',,.O 
= ~ q,.,., u I sT  7) =[~x[s , ] ] (7 )  L ~s1(7) .  
(5): [~x[s l ]  L Wy[s:]](7) = ~P,x[sl]](7) tt [IzY[Sz]](7). The proof of this is similar 
to the proof of (4), but now based on a combination of  FTLs 4, 5, and 6 (Lemmas 
3.4-3.6). The reason why we have to use FTL 5 (or 6) is the following: the results 
of the transformations tzx[sl] L • and try[s2] L_. which have to be substituted for xt. 
and Yr. respectively, may contain xty and/or xt,~, and these variables have to be 
substituted by z as well. 
To prove (5) we use FTL 4', which has the same conditions as FTL 4, but as an 
extra condition that, for every 1 <~ i ~< n, either 
g~(fl(x), y) = h,(go(x, y))(gf(x, y))(~(x, Y)b,,, 
is equal to 
t m II s, L s ]( 7{ X /x}  {gt s'.~,(X)/xa.s,} {gtt,,y(X)/xtt,} =1) 
= ~s,t_,,.,/(X)(gLs,.v(X))(gtt,.~,(X))... (gtt,..r(X)). 
So, by FTL 2, it immediately follows that 
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or  
Then  we 
g,(x,A(y)) = ~(go(~; y))(g,(~; y))(~(~; y))j~,. 
have that 
go(l~fl, ~f2) = i~z" h (z ) (z ) (~z '  . h i(z)(z ' )(gj(~f l ,  I~f2)j¢i)). 
Now, by taking 
A= ~s,, A= ~s2, h = ~,_~2, 
and furthermore, for some i, 
g~(X, Y )=X ILI[t,](~/{Y/y}) and hi=crPs, t_,,(y) 
and, for the other i, 
g~(X,Y )=Y IL I [ t [ ] ( r{X/x})  and h,=O,2_~,~), 
we can prove the soundness of (5) analogously to the proof of (4). We shall see a 
specific example of this procedure in Remark (V) below. [] 
3.10. Remarks. (I) The requirement that the h and t2 of Theorem 3.9 must contain 
disjoint variables is merely a technical condition to make L work: it is obvious that 
L has to 'know' from which process a variable x originates. When tl and t2 are 
syntactically closed (which is the case we are interested in most), we can, of course, 
always satisfy this requirement by a suitable renaming of the (bound) variables. 
(II) It seems to be impossible to give a direct characterization f L r when applied 
to a composition rl ; r2 other than a ; r2 (a ~ A). This impossibility has led to the 
restriction to normal processes. 
(III) Rule (4) is also sound for a normal process t on the rhs of ~ that is a 
g-construct. So why do we need definition (5) besides (4)? The reason for this is 
that by using (4) in this case, we get a result that, although it is correct, is not 
satisfactory. The following example illustrates this. Using (4) we get: 
a ~ ~ b"  : ~x[ax]  ~_ b"  = ~XLb-[(aX L_ b')[.I.][~x[ax]lx]] 
= ~l, Xtb-[aXtb" U a(b"  L x ) [a ' /x ] ]  ~-- a*a(b" ~ a ' ) .  
This does not say much, although going one step further we obtain a' l l .  b '°= 
a*ab*b(a ~ L b ' ) ,  i.e., ~a '° IL b '°] is a fixed point of 
aZ.a t ab t bZ. 
We would like to conclude that it is the least fixed point: 
a °" U. b ~" = p.z. a*abtbz = (a*ab*b) "°, 
but this cannot be obtained using (4). 
(IV) In order to calculate the merge II we can proceed in two different ways: 
Either, (a) we use the obviously sound rule 
(6) sl IJ s2=( s, ~ s2) u (s2 L_s,) 
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to get leftmerges and then we use the system for _U:. Or, (b) we operate more 
directly: for instance, instead of treating Wx[s~] Jv,y[s2] as (wx[sl] ~ vLy[s2])u 
(~y[s2] L i~X[Sl]), one can also give a direct definition for it which is sound and 
which is sometimes a shortcut in calculating the merge of two processes: 
(y)  x[sl] I/ y[s2] 
=  zE(s, I/S2)([ I'X[SI] I_1 ./x I/.].,,.s2[" I_1 y[sd/. I/y] 
[ z/ x IJ sE][ z/ s~ I] y][ttx[ sz]/ x][i.t y[ s2]/ y]]. 
If we want to use this definition, we have, of course, to dispose of additional 
definitions concerning l J. we  have chosen for approach (a) to have a better connection 
with Section 6 on the elimination of the fair merge. There we shall see that [Jf can 
not be dealt with directly, since lit will turn out to be strict in neither of its arguments. 
(V) As already mentioned in the proof of Theorem 3.9, we can have the following 
phenomenon: by applying rule (5) for L we may encounter (sub-)transformations 
of the form I~Xl[S] ~ s'(x2) where s'(x2) is an open term (e.g., x2 or b ; x2). Calculating 
these transformations yields in general variables of the form xlL~ or xeL~ for some 
~. These variables will have to be substituted again by transformations i~xs[ • ] II=_ 
and I~X2[" ] u= ~ respectively, and then we must go on with the calculation of these 
transformations. This procedure is repeated until only variables xtr, x,~, x, or y 
are left. The former two are then replaced by z bound by i~z, whereas the latter two 
are replaced by ixx[s~] and Ixy[s2]. 
(VI) When we want to determine the (left)merge of two (sequential) regular 
t~-processes, we first transform these into normal i~-processes by using the transfor- 
mations mentioned in the proof of the previous theorem, and then we apply the IL 
(or I[ )-transformation discussed in this section already. 
We were interested in the elimination of E in the context of (closed) regular 
sequential processes. We saw that these processes can be rewritten as (closed) normal 
processes to which we can apply L_. But what guarantee do we have that we can 
always eliminate L when we apply it to closed normal processes? This guarantee 
can be argued as follows: it will be clear that if we leftmerge closed, g-less processes, 
we can eliminate ~_, because every rewriting step decreases the sum of the lengths 
of the arguments of L_. Eventually, (1) is used to get rid of L_. I f  we leftmerge 
expressions that contain izs, we use rules (4) and (5) following the algorithms 
described earlier. Starting point is the calculation of the leftmerge of their bodies; 
since the processes are normal, this always results in expressions that do not contair 
~_ anymore but possibly variables of the kind xt~, YL~, or x and y themselves 
For the variables xt~, y,,~ (with gay ,  x, sl, s2) we have to calculate again th~ 
(sub-)transformations tzx[sl] L ~ and t~y[s2] L ~ respectively, but since the ~ ar~ 
subexpressions of sl or s2, the complexity of these transformations i  lower that 
that of the original transformation. Calculation of the subtransformations are ther 
done by calculating s~ L_ g and s2 L_ g respectively, and they may again result into 
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variables xt~, yt~ (or x, y). These g are again subexpressions of g. This procedure 
is repeated until eventually only variables xLy, xL~, x, and y are left and these are 
either bound or replaced by an u.-less construct. Hence, we have eliminated tk. 
Furthermore, it is easy to see from the way ~ works that the remaining expression 
is again a normal process. Thus, we have proved the following theorem. 
3.11. Theorem. For tl, t2EdV'ix-~oc, tl~ t2E.N'ix-~*.oc. Moreover, if tl and t2 are 
(syntactically) closed, tl ~ t2 is closed as well. 
4. Semantics of p-at-processes 
4.0. Introduction 
In Section 2 we presented a semantics for processes that was fit for dealing with 
the parallel compositions merge and leftmerge. Besides giving meaning to recursive 
~-processes (i.e., processes that contain only Ixs and no as), we were able to use it 
in Section 3 to eliminate (left)merges when applied to o~-regular (sequential) proces- 
ses. The same could be done separately for a-processes in a different semantic model 
and again (left)merges could be eliminated in the context of regular processes. 
In this section we shall 'merge' these two semantic models to get a semantics for 
processes that contain both Ixs and as at the same time (which we shall call 
p~-a-processes). We shall need these ix-a-processes to calculate the fair (left)merge 
of two regular sequential processes. But in order to do this, we shall need, besides 
the orderings c_ and ~_ from Section 2, also a more refined version (<~) of ~. This 
ordering will play a central role in the remainder of this paper. 
In Subsection 4.1 we shall treat his ordering <~ and the powerdomains associated 
with it. In this subsection we shall also discuss its relationship with the powerdomain 
of Section 2. 
Next, in Subsection 4.2, we shall consider the semantical operators on the new 
domains and prove monotonicity and continuity results. Also the existence and 
obtainability of fixed points will be examined. 
Then, in Subsection 4.3, we shall first give a general semantics for ix-a-constructs 
and next, we shall give a semantics based upon a 'merge' of the several powerdomains 
we have encountered. 
This semantics will then be used in Sections 5 and 6 to prove our result on the 
fair (left)merge. 
4.1. The semantic domain 
4.1.0. A motivation for the domains and further technical notions 
In Section 6 we shall give a calculus for the fair merge of two processes. As before 
in the case of the arbitrary merge, we want to base this calculus upon fixed-point 
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transformations. However, in order to do this, we shall need a suitable semantics 
for ix-a-processes. To give meaning to i~-processes we can use the Smyth domain 
(with ordering : )  as before; for a-processes the domain ordered by _~ is the 
appropriate one to be used. We have to remark here that using _~ for pL-constructs, 
as Park does in [34], will not work due to the in that case arising lack of strictness 
properties of the functions involved in the fixed-point transformation technique. 
However, as we shall be interested in guarded processes only, it makes no difference 
in the end since, for those processes, the semantics based upon ___ and that based 
upon _ coincide. We shall see this in Section 4.3. 
So we use the : -  and _-orderings. But this is still not sufficient. Although the 
c_-ordering is fit for giving meanings to a-constructs, it is not refined enough for 
the treatment of fairness: we want our fair merge operator to be monotonic with 
respect to some ordering and, in particular, we want to approximate he fair merge 
of two processes by means of the approximations of these processes. It turns out 
that neither _ nor c_ will suit this purpose, but the dual of : ,  the so-called Hoare 
ordering will. This Hoare ordering can be viewed as a refinement of _.  In fact, we 
shall use a modified version <~ of the Hoare ordering that strictly separates the 
unfinished and infinite traces from the finite ones. This is motivated by the idea that 
in the case of a fair merge the finite traces are dealt with easily, whereas the treatment 
of infinite traces is crucial. So, while for finite traces approximations are not vital, 
we must carefully approximate infinite traces. Therefore, we view 3- in this framework 
as the approximation f some infinite trace and this view is captured by our modified 
Hoare ordering. 
In Section 4.1 we shall introduce <~ and study its properties. For instance, we 
shall see that lubs of <~-ordered chains are easily characterized. Moreover, since we 
use a domain ordered by both : and ~<, we also have to establish some kind of 
relation between the two orderings. In order to do so, we proceed as follows: 
(1) We consider some kind of intermediate domain between that of : and ~<, 
ordered again by <~, but with the empty set excluded as bottom element. (In the 
original ~<-domain the empty set is the bottom element.) This domain is similar to 
the one used in [18]. It has the nice property thatmalthough based upon ~<mit 
yields fixed points that are 'more similar' to the ones that are obtained in the 
:__-domain. 
(2) We introduce the notion of a generated upper bound of a <~-chain which will 
form the bridge b tween the <~- and :__-framework in the sense that, in the important 
case of a chain with respect o both ~< and : ,  the _-lub can be viewed as the 
generated upper bound of the chain with respect to <~. 
After having given this outline of what is about o happen and the reason for it 
we proceed with introducing the framework. 
4.1.1. The Hoare powerdomains ( ~(A~), <~, O) and (~+(A~), <~, {3.}) 
In this subsection we shall define and examine the ordering <~ which can be 
viewed as a refinement of the set-inclusion ordering. 
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As in Section 2, we again use the set Atr of traces: A tr= A*u  A*± u A ~, which 
is a cpo when ordered according to 
~h =h 2 i fh leA*uA '°, 
high2 iff L hl h2 if hl = h'l± e A*_L. 
But now we define a different ordering on ~(A~). Let, for H _c A t', 
- fin(H) = H c~ A*, be the finished paths of H, 
- unf(H) = H n A*.L, the unfinished paths of H, and 
- inf(H) = H :~ A '°, the infinite paths of H. 
Moreover, we shall use 
- nf (H)= unf (H)u  inf(H), the not finished paths of H, and 
- max(H), the maximal elements in H. 
Now define//1 ~/-/2 iff 
(a) Vh 1 e fin(Hi) ::lh2 • fin(H2) s.t. h~ _ h2, and 
(b) Vhl ~ nf(Hl) ~lhEe nf(H2) s.t. high2. 
So ~ again resembles one half of the Egli-Milner ordering, but now the other half, 
viz. the Hoare ordering: Vh~ e/-/1 :lh2e//2 s.t. ht~h2. 
The first clause simply says that fin(Hz) _ fin(H2), i.e., a finished path cannot be 
extended any further, so it must appear again in the next approximation. The second 
clause demands (unlike the standard Hoare ordering) that there must be a way to 
extend an unfinished path such that i remains unfinished or becomes infinite. This 
stems from the idea that _L represents omething infinite that is not yet fully 
developed, so we cannot let ± approximate afinished trace. (Note that this intuition 
about .L is slightly different from the one to be used in Section 2.) 
In this framework, finished traces are not gradually approximated in a number 
of steps, but they simply emerge in an approximation set 'out of the blue' as it were. 
(This is allowed by clause (a).) Not finished paths can also be obtained in this way, 
but they can be approximated by other (possibly shorter) not finished paths, too. 
However, when we have got an infinite trace in some way, we are stuck with it since 
clause (b) implies that inf(H~)_ inf(H2). This reflects the idea that infinite traces 
are fully developed and not extendible traces. 
Next, we remark the following simple but important facts. 
4.1. Prolmsition. (1) 1-11 c_ H2 implies Ill ~ 1-12. 
(2) I f  H1<~ H2 and H3 <~ H4 , then H1u H3 <~ H2 u H4. 
The proof is trivial. 
As with the ___-ordering in Section 2, we encounter problems regarding anti- 
symmetry. For instance, the two sets {1, a.k, a3±} and {±, a2±, a3±) are both <~- 
and >l-related; yet they are different. Like in Section 2 we might impose the notion 
of flatness on the domain to make the ordering anti-symmetric. However, as will 
become clear in the sequel, we cannot use the flattening operators as defined in 
Section 2 (taking minimal elements) to ensure that we shall stay within the domain 
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of flat sets. So we shall take a different approach in this section and investigate the 
whole of ~(A tr) modulo the equivalence ----H induced by the ~<-relation. 
4.2. Definition. For/-/1, H2e ~(A tr) we define//1 --n HE iff /-/1--- < H2 and/-/2 ~</-/1. 
We now first observe the following (for convenience we may omit the subscript 
H of =H). 
4.3. Proposition. (1) --- is an equivalence relation on ~(Atr). 
(2) 1"11 =- 1-12 implies max(Hi) = max(H2) and therefore also fin(H1) = fin(H2) and 
ant'(/-/1) =inf(H2). 
(3) I f  Hi and 1-12 are flat, then H1 =-- H2~ H1 = 1-12. 
Proof. (3): In this case, max(Hi)= Hi (i = 1, 2). So (3) follows from (2). [] 
The equivalence class of H w.r.t. = will be denoted [H]~. 
4.4. Example. {1, aZ, a2Z,...} = a*Z ~< a*Z w {a -- {a'}, but a*± u {a a*±. 
So a '° is really 'bigger' than a*± w.r.t. <~. 
4.5. Remark. Note that /-/1 ~/-/2 does not imply unf(Hl)= unf(H2) and even not 
unf(H1) -= unf(HJ ,  as can be seen taking/-/1 = {a*'} and/-/2 = a*± u {a~'}. 
4.6. Remark. This approach of working with pre-orders (i.e., partial orders without 
the property of anti-symmetry) is quite common in the work of the Edinburgh Group 
[21, 29, 36, 39, 40, 42], and could have been adopted in Section 2, too. (Note that 
in that case, the flat set H'  consisting of the minimal elements of a given set 
H ~ ~(A tr) would have been a representant of the equivalence class of H induced 
by ~. E.g., {±}-= {Z, a3±}-= {a*±}-= {±, abc±, a*', ad}.) However, if the appropriate 
semantic model can be developed easily with partial orderings, it is preferable to 
do it that way. 
4.7. Definition. Let H ~ A u. A maximal chain in H is a chain (hi) (of length ~<o~ + 1) 
such that the following four conditions hold: 
(i) vi H], 
(ii) Vi~j  [h ,#h J ,  
(iii) ~h e H :li [h,~ h & h ~ h,+~], 
(iv) ~d~heH Vi [h i~h]&~h~H Vi [h~hi] .  
Informally, this means that a maximal chain in H cannot be extended or interpo- 
lated by another element in H. Note that the length of such a chain can become 
¢o+1, as can be seen from taking H= a*_Lua~: the (only) maximal element is 
2_Ea±___a21~.  • .~a  o'. 
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4.8. Definition. We let Lubm(H) denote the set of lubs of maximal chains in H. 
4.9. Definition. H ~ Atr is called o~-chain completed if every oJ-chain in H has a lub 
in H. 
4.10. Proposition. H is ~o-chain completed iff Lubm(H) c H. 
Proof. First note that every finite maximal chain has a lub in H, viz. its maximal 
element. Now, an infinite maximal chain has a lub in H iff H is co-chain completed. 
(Note that in this case there are no maximal o~-chains: an infinite maximal chain 
must have length co + 1.) [] 
4.11. Proposition. I f  H is flat, H is ~o-chain completed. 
The proof is obvious. 
4.12. Definition. H _ A ~ is called top-level closed if H o ± is co-chain completed. 
4.13. Examples. a*, (a'b)*, (a'b)* are not top-level closed, whereas (a'b)*, 
(a*b)*c, (a'b)*, and ((a*b)*c) t are. 
4.14. Proposition. (1) I f  H is closed, H is top-level closed. 
(2) I f  H is top-level closed, H is o~-chain completed. 
The proof is obvious. 
4.15. Remark. The use of ~- reflects that we choose those traces that are progressed 
the farthest. For instance, when we have to choose between ± and a±, we take a± 
since .l_~a_l_; and from a± and abl  we choose ab.l_. This is a form of what is 
called "angelic' nondeterminism as opposed to the 'demonic' choice in Section 2 by 
taking minimal elements. Now we take maximal elements when this is possible. 
Note that using this philosophy a maximal chain of infinite length can generally 
not be replaced by some (maximal) element (or even a finite set of elements). Putting 
in the lub of this chain instead of its elements will yield a set H '  for which it 
generally holds that H <~ H'  but not H '  ~< H. E.g., a*± <~ {a '°} ~ a*±. This is one of 
the reasons why we cannot use flattening operators in this framework. 
Now we have the following important properties. 
4.16. Proposition. I f  1-11 and H2 are w-chain completed, then 
/-/1 -~/-/2 /ff Lubm(H~) = Lubm(/-/2). 
Proof. By /-/1 --/'/2 <:~ LubI(H~) - Lubm(H2)¢~ (by Proposition 4.3(3), since 
Lubm(H) is flat for any H:)  Lubm(H~) = Lubm(H2). [] 
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In general, we can state the following property. 
4.17. Proposition 
1-11 =- 1-12 iff fin( HO = fin( H~) & max(nf(H~))= max(nf(H~)) 
& Lubm(nf(Hx))= Lubt~(nf(H~)). 
Proof. We only show "~"  and in particular, that the conditions on the rhs of "iff" 
imply that nf(H1) <~ nf(H2). Take some hi e nf(Ha). We have to find an h2e nf(H2) 
such that h~Eh2. If h~m__h~ for some maximal element h~enf(H~), then we have 
finished, because h~ e nf(H2) as well in that case. If there is no maximal element 
h~ e nf(H~) such that h~ _ h~, then h~ must be occurring in an infinite maximal chain. 
Suppose its lub is h. Then h ~ nf(H2) as well and h~ =_. h. [] 
Now if we let ~.(A  tr) denote ~(At~)/-  = {[H]~ ]H e ~(At~)}, and let ~+-(A t~) 
be the class of all H e ~..(At0 that contain at least one not finished element, we 
have the following proposition. 
4.18. Proposition. Both (~.(Atr), ~, 0) and (~+-_(At~), ~, {.1_}) are cpos. 
Proof. Reflexivity and transitivity are obvious, and anti-symmetry follows by 
definition. Furthermore, for all H e ~,(Atr), 0 <~ H since fin(0) = nf(0) = 0; and for 
all H ~ ~+(Atr), {.I.}~ < H since, by definition of ~+=(Atr), H contains at least one 
not finished element h for which it thus holds that _1._ h. 
Finally, we must prove that every ~<-chain (Hi)i%o has a least upper bound Vi<~ Hi. 
We shall show that I,.3i<~, Hi is the least upper bound (modulo -=). That it is an 
upper bound is easy to see: take some H~; since H~ c_ l,_Ji<,o Hi, also, by Proposition 
4.1, H~o~<, , ,  Hi. 
To show that it is the least upper bound we take some H such that Hi <- H for 
all i. First of all this implies fin(Hi) ~ H and inf(Hi) ~ H for all £ So (I,_Ji<,o fin(Hi) w 
1.3i<, inf(Hi)) _c H, i.e., ([..Ji<~, fin(Hi) u I,_Ji<,o inf(H~)) ~< H. Furthermore, for all /, 
unf(H/) <~ H. So also I,_J~<~, unf(Hi)<~ H (by Proposition 4.1). Therefore, [..Ji<,~ Hi = 
I,_Ji<,o fin(Hi) ul,_Ji<o, inf(Hi) ul,.Ji<o, unf(Hi)<~ nu H= H. [] 
4.1.2. The relationship with ( [gn( Atr), ~, {_L}) 
Someone might ask what the relation is between the ordering _ in Section 2 and 
the present ordering ~<. For instance, the sequence i oo . (a -l-)i~olS both ~<- and E-ordered. 
Does _ imply ~< or vice versa? In general, nothing can be said about his, as is very 
acutely visible in the case that/-/1,/-/2 _ A* such that H~ ~/-/2. Then,/-/1 <~/-/2 and 
H2 ~/-/1, but/-/2 ~/-/1 and/-/1 t~//2. However, we can state the following proposition. 
4.19. Proposition. I f  Hi e ~a( Atr) ( i >-- O) such that ( Hi)i<,o is both an <~ - and E-chain, 
then Vi<o, Hi ~ I li<,o Hi. 
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4.20. Remark. We do not have Vi<~, Hi = I li<~, Hi as is shown by the following 
example: {.L}<~ {a-L}~ < {a2_L}~ <' - .  has as ~<-lub a*_L, which is strictly less (w.T.t. 
~<) than a °', the _-lub of this sequence. 
Proof of Proposition 4.19. We know that 
L_J Hi = {h [ h = lub(hi) i~=o, hi e Hi}. 
Take some H~. We shall show that H~ < [_Ji<,~ Hi. Take h~/4 .  Since (H~)i is an 
<~-chain, there is a chain 
hio~hio+lE'", hjeHj( j>' io).  
an E-chain, we can extend the sequence: 3ho, hi,.  •., h~-l, hje Since (Hi)i is also 
(j < io) such that 
h0-  h~ =__ h2E" • • ~ h6___ h~+~ E- • •. 
The lub/~ of this sequence is an element of L_Ji<~ Hi. So there is some/~e Ui<~ Hi 
such that h~E/~ Moreover, if h~ is finished or infinite,/~ has to be equal to h~ and 
therefore, als0 of the appropriate sort. If h~ were unfinished, then all hj ( j  t> 0) must 
be not finished and, consequently, itslub unfinished or infinite. Hence, H~ ~< Ui<~ Hi. 
As this holds for every io, we obtain, by Proposition 4.3, 
U Hi<~U Hi, i.e., V Hi<~U Hi. [] 
i<¢o  i<m i<ea i<¢o 
The following corollary is interesting when seen in the light of Proposition 2.34. 
4.21. Corollary. I f  Hi e ~(A tr) ( i >~ 0), i.e., every Hi contains at least one not finished 
trace, such that (Hi)i<o, is both an <~- and E-chain, then L.Ji Hi ~ O. 
ProoL By Proposition 4.19 we know that, for every j,
V U H,. 
i<~o i<m 
But since ~ contains at least one (not finished) element, so does U~ Hi. [] 
4.22. Remark. In Section 2 we saw that if we have an ___-chain (Hi)i in ~a(Atr), it 
is needed to prove that U i Hi is nonempty, and that all Hi are closed and nonempty. 
(The proof of this was not trivial and used the finiteness of the alphabet A as well.) 
Now we see that if we can prove that (Hi) is also an ~-chain, we get nonemptiness 
of II Hi almost for free without requirements of elosedness or compactness (i.e., 
finite alphabet). And this fact was crucial in the continuity proof of the operator in 
Section 2 w.r.t.E. So the mere assumption that the chains involved are both ~<- and 
___-ordered (i.e., Egli-Milner-ordered) can enormously help us to prove things involv- 
ing only ~ without further considering a possible Egli-Milner lub. (In fact, in 
general (without closedness restrictions) this Egli-Milner lub may not even exist!) 
We shall return to this remarkable observation when we discuss ix-constructs. 
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The following proposition gives some more information about the interaction 
between g and ~< as well. 
4.23. Proposition. (1) I f  H,, 1-12 ~ ~ (Atr) and 1-12 is flat, then H, <~ 1-12 & 142 E H, ¢~ 
H~ c_ H2. 
(2) I f  i l l ,  H2~-A*u A '°, then H1<~H2& HI~H2<:~ HI= H2 • 
The proof is omitted. 
Proposition 4.23 tells us that in certain situations the combination of Hoare and 
Smyth preorders gives more specific information: in case (1) we may conclude that 
H1 is a subset of/-/2 and (2) even implies exact equality of the sets and not merely 
equivalence in some less transparent way. 
4.1.3. The generated upper bound of a Hoare-ordered sequence 
of trace-sets 
4.24. Definition. Besides the least upper bound ~/i<o, Hi of a given <~-chain (Hi)i, 
we will need another useful upper bound which we shall call the generated upper 
bound (gub). The gub of a sequence of <~-ordered sets in ~(Atr), denoted by 
~i<~ Hi, is defined by 
~' Hi = {h e At~ Ih = lub(hi)i~io where hi ~ Hi, for some i o >I 0}. 
i<to  
So V Hi consists of all lubs of the chains that one can start at some h~ e H, .  Since 
H~ < H~+I <~" • ", we can always proceed with the chain since Vh~ e Hi 3hi+l ~ H~+I 
such that hi E hi+l. The notion of a gub plays a crucial role when we shall blend 
the ~<-framework with the E-framework. 
4.25. Remark. Note that V is an operation on a sequence of specific sets rather 
than on a sequence of Hoare-equivalence classes: Hi - H~ does not imply VHi --- V H~ 
as is shown in the following example: Take Hi={ai±}ua~ib± and H~=a~ib±. 
Then, H i -H~,  but V Hi ={a'°}u a 'b± and V H I= a'b±. However, it does hold 
that Hi - HI ~< V H~ and H~ - Hi <~ V Hi. (Of course, if Hi is flat, Hi and [Hi] ,  can 
be identified.) 
A few properties of the gub are collected in the following proposition. 
4.26. Proposition. 
(a) V i<.  Hi = Lubm([Ji Hi). 
(b) Hi <~ Vi<o, Hi, i.e., V Hi is an upper bound of the Hi. 
(c) Vi<o, Hi <~ Vi<o, H~, but not in general Vi<o, Hi =- Vi<,o Hi. 
(d) [..J~<~ fin( Hi) = fin(Ui<~o Hi) = fin W<o, Hi. 
(e) (_Ji<o, inf(Hi)=inf(Ui<o, Hi) c - Vi<o, Hi. 
(f) max([..Ji<o, Hi)c- ~i<o, Hi. 
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(g) I f  the chain (Hi)i<o, stabilizes at some Hg (=H/0+, = H~o+2 =-"  -), then 
V/-/i--- V H,--- 0 
i<¢o i<¢o i~O 
(h) If 
(i) If 
(1) 
(2) 
(Hi)i<,~ is both an <~- and E-chain, then V,<~, Hi = L_]i<o, Hi. 
the following conditions hold: 
Hi <~ H for all i, 
H<~V H~, 
(3) inf(V Hi) ~< H (/.e., inf(V Hi) c_ H) ,  
then H =-V Hi. I f  furthermore also unf(V Hi )= 0 and unf (H)= 0, then H = V Hi. 
4.27. Remarks. (1) Part (i) is more or less an alternative definition of V Hi. Some 
<~-upperbound H is V Hi if every infinite trace in H can be obtained by taking a 
lub from elements in the Hi (clause (2)) and conversely, every such lub (that is 
infinite) is included in H (clause (3)) provided that there are no unfinished traces 
that appear as lub of some sequence (h,)~ in (H~)i. 
(2) By (h) and (a), if (H~)i is both ~<- and E-chain, then [_],<~/4, = Lubm(Ui Hi). 
Note that, in general, this does not hold when (Hi)i is not an <~-chain (only an 
E-chain), and the Hi are not flat: Take H~={ai±, a~b±}; then I l i  H~= a ~ and 
Lubm(~.Ji Hi) = a" u a 'b±!  
Proof of Prolmsition 4.26. (a) to (g): Left to the reader. 
(h): For such a chain, it holds that 
U Hi={h~A~lh=lub(h i )7=o,h ,~Hi}  • 
i<to  
Clearly, Ui<o, Hi __ Vi<.  Hi. 
To see the converse, we take some h = lub(hi)~o. Since HoE H ,E -  • • E H6, we can 
find hj ~ ~ (0 ~<j < io) such that hoE hi ~-  • • E_ h~-i E h~. So h = lub(hi)~'_-o for some 
chain hoE h, E h2E " " " , i.e., h a U~<o, Hi. 
(i): We have to prove that V Hi ~< H. Take some h a V Hi: h = lub(h~)~'=h for some 
io. If h is unfinished, then h = h~o ~ Hjo for some A- Since Hjo<~ H, there is some 
h~o~ H such that h = hjoEhjo. I f  h is finished, then again h = hjoe Hjo for some jo and 
since Hjo ~< H, h ~ H. I f  h is infinite, then, by clause (3), also h ~ H. Furthermore, if
unf(H)  = unf(V Hi)= 0, then both H and V Hi are flat, so H-V Hi implies H = 
VHi. E] 
4.28. Examples. (1) Hi = {a'±}, V/4,-- 
(2) H, = {a'+'±, a~ib}, V Hi = atb. 
Note that all Hi are flat, as opposed to HI = {ai±, a~b}. 
(3) H,={a"b} ,  V H i=UHi=a*b .  
(4) Hi = {aba'- l±, a2bai-2±,. .. , aib±}, (i~>1), V Hi = a*aba ~ (={lub,a"ban± 
Imp>l}). 
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4.1.4. The domain (~(Atr), R, Atr) 
Still another elationship between E and ~< will be discovered when we define 
the semantics of ix-constructs. There we shall need also the following proposition. 
4.29. Proposition. (~(Atr), D, Atr) is a cpo. 
Proof. Clearly, _D is a partial order; A tr is the bottom element; an ~_-chain (Hi)i 
has as lub (-'1~<~, Hi. [] 
Like in [7], we can prove the following lemma (for finite alphabet A). 
4.30. Lemma. I f  Ho ~ _ H~ ~_ H2 ~_ 1-13 ~_ ' " ,  where all Hi are nonempty and closed 
subsets of  A t~, then ("~i<,o Hi is nonempty as well. 
For the proof, see the proof of Lemma 2.34. 
This lemma ensures the continuity of the semantical operators w.r.t. _~ on 
~c~osed(A tr) (cf. [7, Lemma 2.15 and Theorem 2.10]). However, we shall show that, 
in the situation we are interested in, continuity of these operators can also be 
obtained without the restriction to closed sets. 
Furthermore, from Proposition 4.23(1), we see that ~_ lies so to say on the 
borderline between : and I>, and the cpo (~(Atr), D, Atr) can be viewed either in 
relation to (~(Atr), ---, {±}) or as a sub-cpo of (~(Atr), >i, Atr). As it will turn out, 
this possibility to shift viewpoints will be of major importance in Section 6. 
4.2. The semantic operators 
4.2.1. Definitions and simple properties 
In this subsection we shall introduce the semantic operators on our new domain 
and consider questions of monotonicity and continuity w.r.t. ~<. We shall see that 
the approach to allow also nonflat sets will simplify these matters considerably: we 
will not need auxiliary operators to ensure staying within the semantic domain and 
also monotonicity and continuity will be dealt with quite easily. 
In fact, we only need the operators oand w, as defined in Section 2, and to talk 
about the (normal) merge and leftmerge, we can use Ic and Lc from Section 2. The 
'flattened' versions I]and L would be useless ince they turn out to be not monotonic. 
(E.g., {a±} ~< {a±, c±}, but {a_L} II { c2±} ~ {a.L, c£} II {c2±} since {a_L, ca±, c2±} ~< 
{a±, c±}.) 
Clearly, in general, /-/1 [¢ H2•/-/1 II/-/2. But also note that, in general, even 
/-/1 I¢/-/2 ~/-/1 II/-/2 since H1 I¢/-/2 is equivalent with the set of maximal elements in 
/-/1 Ic//2 and/-/1 II//2 is by definition fl(H1 [c//2), which can be seen as the set of 
minimal elements in H~I~H2. For example, {a} I¢{±}={.i_, a±}- -{a i}~{±}= 
{a} II {±}- 
However, we have the following proposition. 
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4.31. Proposition. I f  unf(H1) u unf(H2) = 0, then 1-11 I1 1-12 = 1-111~ 1"12. 
Proof. Since both/-/1 and/-/2 do not contain any unfinished element, H~ Ic/-/2 does 
not either, so/-/1 1] H2 = t](/-/1 Ic He)=/'/1 [e /'/2- [] 
The meaning of all this is that although the framework in this section can obviously 
not be used to approximate the normal merge of infinite traces by means of unfinished 
traces, we can use Ic for the normal merge I] of finished or infinite traces. (Note that 
it is not possible to use the domain and ordering in this section to calculate the 
normal merge as in the previous section since [[ is not monotonic and Ic is not strict, 
as we saw earlier. This is of no concern to us now, because in this section we want 
to calculate the fair merge.) 
In the monotonicity proofs to come, we shall need the following proposition. 
4.32. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Proposition 
fin( H, o/'/2) = f in (H, )  o f in(//2).  
inf'(/-/1 o/'/2) = inf(Hi) u fin(/-/1) o inf(/-/2). 
unf(H1 o/-/2) = unf (H0  u fin(H1) o unf(H2). 
nf( H1 °/-/2) = nf(H1) u fin(HI) o nf(/-/2). 
The proof is trivial. 
4.2.2. Monotonicity and continuity w.r.t. <~ 
As usual we will need monotonicity and continuity for further semantic consider- 
ations. 
4.33. Proposition. 0, u ,  and Ic (L-c) are monotonic w.r.t. <~ in both arguments. 
ProoL Monotonicity of u is already obtained in Proposition 4.3. Now, if we want 
to prove that of H~ <~/-/2, then we have to show 
(i) H, o H <- Hzo H, 
(ii) H o H~ <~ H o/ /2,  
(iii) H [c//1 <~ H Ic/-/2 (t-c is analogous). 
We shall prove (i) and (iii). 
(i) (a): Let h' ~ fin(H1 o H).  Since fin(H~ o H)  = fin(H~) ° f in(H), h' -- h~h with 
'h~ ~ f in(H0, h ~ fin(H)./-/1 <~/-/2, so also h~ ~ fin(Hz), and consequently, h' = h~h 
fin(H2) o f in(H) = fin(H2 ° n ) .  
(b): Let h'~ nKH1 ° H) .  As nf(H~ o H)  = n f (H0 u f in(H0 ° nf(H) ,  either (1) h'~ 
n f (H0 and then there must be some h"~nf(H2)c_nf(H2° H) such that h'=_h", or 
(2) h '= hlh ~ fin(H~) o nf(H) .  Again, hi ~ fin(H2), too. So also, h'~ fin(H2) ° nf(H)  __q 
nf(H2 o H).  
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(ii): The case that h'e fin(H 1¢ H~)= fin(H)I~ fin(H~) is left to the reader. Now, 
let h'e nf(H 1¢/-/1). Then h'~ h 1¢ h~ for some h e H, h~ e/-/1; in a diagram, it looks 
like this: 
h 
h': hi 
If h~ is finite or infinite, it must also occur in/-/2, and then we reason as in Case 
1. Otherwise, h~ is h~±, and the diagram shows as follows: 
h 
h': h~ 
/ 
Here the h-part may be infinite. But in any case it is clear that since/-/1 <~//2, there 
is an h2~/-/2 such that hi___ h2, i.e., h~ < h2 = h'~h~. So replacing _L in h' (if ± occurs) 
by h2 yields an element h"e  h I~ h2 C- H ]~ 1-12 such that h'~h".  [] 
4.34. Corollary. I f  H~ =- H~ and 1-12 = H[, then 
(1) H,u/-/2 ~ H Iu  S~, 
(2) H~ o/42-- Hi o H~, 
(3) H,I~H2=HIIeH'2. 
Proof. For ® ~ {u, o, Ic}: H1 ~ H~,//2 ~ Hi implies H1 ® H: ~ H~ ® H~ and H~ ~ H1; 
Hi ~</'/2 implies H~ ® H~ <~ H1 ®/'/2. [] 
4.35. Remark. So we can define u, o, [c on equivalence classes in a unique way (not 
dependent on representants:) [H1]~®[H2]~ =def [/'/1® H2]~ for ® ~ {u, o, It}. 
Moreover, we have the following proposition. 
4.36. Proposition. o, u, and I¢ are continuous in both arguments w.r.t. <~. 
Proof. The proof of this is really trivial since Vi<,o Hi ~ Ui<~ Hi. [] 
Finally, we must note that the following proposition holds. 
4.37. Proposition. The "flattened' operators.,  +, II, and L from Section 2 are in 
general not monotonic (let alone continuous) w.r.t. ~.  
Proof. Consider the following examples: 
(i) 0~ {±}, but {ab±}+t~ {ab±}+{±} = {±}; 
(ii) {a} ~< {a, ab£}, but {a}. {bcd} ~ {a, ab±} . {bcd} = {ab±}; 
(iii) {a} ~ {a, ±}, but a IL b ~ {a, ±} IL b = {ab} + ± = £. [] 
A consequence of this proposition is that, in the first instance, we have to use 
the nonflattened versions of the operators and use Smyth equivalence classes when 
needed. 
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4.2.3. Fixed points of functions composed of the semantical operations 
In order to define a semantics for both Ix- and a-constructs we shall need several 
fixed-point properties of the functions we can build by means of our semantical 
operators. 
First of all we note that a function f :  ~(A tr) ~ ~(A~), composed of the operators 
u, o, It, and t-c, can be viewed as a function ~, (A  tr) --> ~.(A~), and by the continuity 
of the operators we know that f has a least fixed point ~f  w.r.t. ~< for which it 
holds that ~f= V.<o,f"(~)---U.<,of"(~). Moreover, if U.<,of"(~) is a flat set 
(e.g., if it does not contain any unfinished trace), then the equivalence class [V Hi],  
is a singleton class only consisting of Ui<~, Hi. 
However, for the semantics of i,-constructs we shall also require fixed points with 
respect to the Smyth ordering and in relation with this we shall use the following facts. 
4.38. Proposition. (a) For every E-chain (Hi)i<,, Ui<~, Hi is co-chain completed. 
(b) I fH  and H' are top-level closed, H o H', H' o H, H u H', H t_~ H', and H[c H' 
are top-level closed. 
Proof. (a): Suppose there is an co-chain h(°)Eh°)Eh(2)E. • • within [_]i<,o Hi. The 
most interesting case is the one in which all h (j) differ. Then it must hold that 
Vj: h (j) = lub(h~J)), h~ j) ~ Hi 
since L_]~<~, Hi = {h [ h = lub hi, hi ~ Hi}. This implies that 
Vj ::lij Vn ~>0: h(-/) ~ Hij+.. 
By taking this/j minimal we can obtain an increasing sequence of natural numbers 
i~< it < i~<.  • • such that h (j) ~ Hi~. This sequence h <j) can again be interpolated as 
usual, so that we obtain a sequence (h~)i<~, hi ~ Hi with lub~ hi = lubj h (j). However, 
this means that lubj h (j) c [ l~<o, Hi. 
(b): Analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.36(1). [] 
4.39. Lemma. Let f be a function ~(At~)-, ~(A  t~) composed of u, o, Ic, and Lc such 
that f({±}) is co-chain completed. Now, if (Hi)i<o, is both an <~- and an E-chain in 
~+(A tr) such that [ [i<o, Hi is top-level closed, then 
f (  [ I H i )= l I f(Hi) .  
i<w i<oJ 
Proof. The proof is exactly analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.36 using the 
preceding lemma, but instead of using Lemma 2.34 to ensure that [ I~<o, Hi # 0, we 
can now simply use the fact that Hi ~< Vi<o, Hi <~ [_]i<o, H~, and since H~ e ~+(Atr), 
i.e., Hi contains ome (unfinished) element, L..]~<o, Hi # 0. [] 
4.40, Remark. Note that he requirement that f({_L}) is co-chain completed, is 
essential. Take, for instance, f (X )  = a 'X,  where f({±}) = a*± is not co-chain com- 
pleted and Hi = {±} for every/~ Then f(L_]~<~ Hi) = a*± # a~± = L_]i<,o a*_L. 
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4.41. Definition. A function f :  ~(Atr)-~ ~(A t~) built of u, o, I¢, and l_~ is called 
guarded iff either 
(i) f=  AX.h, h e Atr~{e}, 
(ii) f=  AX.f~(X) o X, where f~ is guarded, 
(iii) f=f~ °f2 where f~ is guarded, but f2 is arbitrary, 
(iv) f=f~ u f2 where both f~ and f2 are guarded, 
(v) f=f l  L-¢f2 where ./'1 is guarded. 
4.42. Examples. f~(X) = X u a, f2(X) = a[¢ X, and f3(X) = Xa u b are not guarded, 
whereas f4(X) = aX u b, fs(X)  = a k¢ X u bX, and f6(X) = ab(X I~ X)  are guarded. 
4.43. Remark. A guarded function f (X )  has the property that every occurrence of 
X is 'semantically preceded' by elementary actions. 
The following lemma will give a further insight in the relation between the cpos 
(~'+(Atr),E, {£}) and (~(Atr), ~_,At~). 
4.44. Lemma. I f f :  ~+(A tr) --> ~+(A tr) is guarded such that unf(f" ({a})) = O for every 
n and a ~ A and is such that (f"({±}))n<~, is an E-chain of flat sets, then 
[ I f"({±})= A f"(Atr). 
n~to  Iq <: to  
Proof. First note that (*) h~±Eh iff h[Atr/±]c_ hiA tr holds (where the informal 
notation h[X,/X2] stands for replacing X: in h by X0. 
Claim. Because of (*), 
f°(i£})r-_fl({£})Ef2({±})r-_" " " 
implies 
fO(At~) __ f~(Atr) _D f2(Atr) ~ . . . .  
Proof of Claim. Take some i: f ' -~({±})Ef i ({£}) implies that Vh~ ~fi({±}) :lh2 E 
fH({±}) s.t. h2 - hi, say h2 = h2± - h~. So, h~[Atr/±] _c h2A tr. Therefore, Vhl' ~f '  (Ate) 
:lh2: h~-~2A tr, i.e., h'le.fH(At~), hence, fi(At~)c_fi-l(Atr). This proves our 
Claim. [] 
Next, if h'~.~'-'~n<~fn(Atr), i.e., h 'e f " (A  tr) for all rg then two cases can occur: 
Case 1: Vn ::lh, e unf(fn({±})) such that h'e h,[At~/.l_]. This implies that h, E h' 
for every n. Hence, for all n, either/~ E h,+l or h.+lE h,. By the fact that all f"({±}) 
are flat and form an E-ordered chain, we may conclude that (h,), is an E-chain in 
A t~. By the guardedness o f f  it is even a strictly increasing chain with lub h, = h'. 
So h' ~ I 1.<~,f"({l}). 
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Case 2: :in ~h, ~ unf(f"({_L})) such that h'e hn[Atr/l]. In this case, h' itself must 
be an element of f"({_L}). If h' would be unfinished, then h'[A'r/±] would be a 
subset o f f "  (Atr). (Because of unf(f" ({a})) = 0 and hence, f "  ({±})[Atr/.l.] =f" (Atr), 
and moreover, h' would be an element of h'[At~/±]. This leads to a contradiction 
since this implies that there is an h, ef"({±}) (namely h' itself) such that h'e 
h,[Atr/±]. Therefore, h' is either finished or infinite, so h'efm({_L}) for all m~ > n, 
i.e., h' eU,<~f"({_L}.)  
To prove the converse, we remark that if h e U,<,~f"({±}), h is not unfinished 
by the guardedness of f :  h =lub hl, hi eft({±}), and h does not contain ±. So 
Hi=hi[Atr/±]c_fi(A tr) by unf(ff(~J))=0. By (*), this means that f'~i<~Hi= 
{h[At~/_L]} = {h} is then a subset o f f f (A  tr) for every j, i.e., h e ("~i<,ofi(Atr). [] 
4.45. Theorem. (a) Ira function f composed of o, u, I~, and L~ is such that 
(i) f"({_L}) is fiat for all n, 
(ii) (f"({_L})), is both an <~- and an E_-chain, 
then Ix=f exists and p.gf =U,<,of"({_L})= V,<,~f"({-L})>~ V,<,of"({-L}) 
(b) I f  furthermore f is guarded and is such that for all n unf(f"({a})) = O for a e A, 
then ix=_f = n,<,of"( Atr) = Ix=_f. 
Proof. (a): It is easily checked that f is monotonic w.r.t. _q (cf. the proof for the 
'flattened" versions of the operator, Theorem 2.27). Moreover, sincef({_L}) = H1 o ± u 
/-/2 is flat, H1 is top-level closed and/-/2 is ~o-chain completed. So 
f (  L_J f " ({ I})~=H1 ° U f"({_l_})u/-/2 
\ .<o , /  
= U (/-/1 of"({.j_}))u U H.,= U (H1 of-({/}), / - /2)= U f"({.L}), 
i.e., U,<o,f"({±}) is a fixed point off. That it is also the least fixed point w.r.t. E 
follows from the monotonicity by means of standard reasoning (cf. [6, Theorem 
5.8]). Furthermore, from the Proposition 4.26(b) and (g) it follows that 
V f"({.-L}) ~< V f"({.L})= U f"({±}). 
n . 11" (b): By Lemma 4.44 we obtain Un<,,,f ({-L})=f'~,<,of (A) .  Hence, i x j=  
n,<,f"(At~). Moreover, viewing f as a function on the cpo (~(At'), ~_, Atr) yields 
p,~_f=('~n<o, fn(Atr). [] 
4.46. Remarks. (1) The requirement in Lemma 4.44 and Theorem 4.45(b) that 
unf(f"({a}))--~ for a e A means that in f " (X )  we can only have unfinished traces 
inherited from X and not intrinsically within f itself. For instance, f~(X) = aX u b 
satisfies this requirement, but f2(X) = aX u b± does not. Note that unf(f"({a})) = 
implies that also unf ( f " (~))=~ (but not conversely). 
(2) The requirement in Theorem 4.45(a) that all f"({.L}) must be fiat is a very 
strong one and we would like to dispense with it. If we do this, matters become 
more complicated in two respects: 
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(i) We shall have to work with Smyth preorders and -=s-equivalence classes 
induced by them. This does not change very much. The lub l l  Hi of an ___-chain of 
nonflat sets Hi, for example, becomes U Hi = [{hi h = lub hi, hi e Hi}]=. We prove 
this as follows. Let Lub Hi stand for the set {hlh =lub hi, hi ~ Hi}. Clearly, /-/j~ 
Lub Hi for all j. We have yet to prove that H i -  H~Lub Hi---H. Since min(H) - s  H 
for any H, it is sufficient to prove that (Vi: minHiEminH)~min(LubHi )E  
min(H).  However, since all these sets are fiat, we already know that min Hi E min H 
(for all i) implies that Lub(min Hi )Emin H. It now remains to prove the following 
claim. 
Claim. min(Lub Hi) = Lub(min Hi). 
Proof of Claim. Take some h ¢ min(Lub Hi): h = lub hi, hi ~ Hi and h is a minimal 
element in Lub Hi. Clearly, it cannot be the case that hi ~ min Hi for all i >I io, for 
some io (this would imply that there would be a chain (hi), h[~ Hi, with h[~ hi for 
i i> io, and hence, h' = lub h~ would be strictly less than lub h~ = h.) So hi ~ min Hi 
for infinitely many i. But given three sets H,, =_ H,,2 ~_ H, 3 and hn~eminH,, and 
h,3 ~ rain H,~, it is always possible to find an hn~ e min H~ such that h,, E h,,___ h,~ 
(apply the interpolation lemma 2.17(5) to the flat (l) sets min H . ,=minH,~E 
min H~.) Therefore it is possible to find a sequence (/~3, hi e min Hi with lub h~ = 
lub hl = h, i.e., h e Lub(min Hi). 
To prove the converse we proceed thus: take h ¢ Lub(min Hi), i.e., h =lub hi, 
hi ~ rain Hi. Clearly, h e Lub Hi as well. The question remains whether h is minimal. 
Suppose there exists an h 'e  Lub Hi, h 'E  h. Then h '= lub hi, h~ e Hi with h~E hi for 
all i. However, hi e rain Hi, so h~ = hi (for all i). Consequently, h '=  h and h e 
min(Lub Hi). [] 
(ii) When dispensing with the requirement that all f "  ({±}) must be flat, functions 
f :  ~(A  tr) "-> ~(A  tr) may not have the property that LJ,,<o,f" ({±}) is the E-least fixed 
point of f, or even a fixed point at all. In connection with this it is illustrative to 
consider an example from [34]: Let f (X )=(c (aub)*ua)X .  Then the string 
cbaba2ba3b.., is an element of I I,<,,f"({±}) but not an element of V~=f= 
(c(a u b)* u a) °'. So, in this case, 
U f " ({ /} )  g i*=f- 
r l<~ 
(Note that f"({±}) is not flat for every n! Also note that 
LJ f"({&}) ~ p,=f!) 
n<oa 
Hence, we must be very careful with functions when f~({±}) is not flat. We do, 
however, have the following theorem. 
4.47. Theorem. (a) (~(Atr), D, A tr) and (~(A~)/----s, ---s, [{-L}]s) are complete 
lattices. 
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(b) Let f be a monotonic function ~(Atr)--> ~(A tr) w.r.t, c_ and ~. Then Ix~_f and 
Ix=f exist and it holds that 
Ix=f =f°(Atr)=f(AOof~(Atr))  for some ordinal p 
and 
Ix=f = fo({±})= f(~Uof~({.l.}) ) for some ordinal p. 
Proof. (a): That (~(Atr), _,  Atr) is a complete lattice is immediately clear by the 
fact that for X c_~(A u) the least upperbound U x=f" )n~xH.  That 
(~(Atr)/-s,---s, [{±}]s) is a complete lattice follows from the following claim of 
which the proof is omitted. 
Claim. For X ~_ [9(Atr)/--s, say X = {HA I A < p} ( p may be finite or transfinite), 
I1X  = {hl3hA ~ HA such that h = lub(hr~(~,))~,<p} , 
where perm/s some permutation f the ordinals upto p. 
(b)" This directly follows from the fact that he domains are complete lattices; 
see the standard proof of this fact in, e.g., [19, 24, 28, 45]. [] 
4.3. Semantics of Ix.cx-processes 
In this subsection we shall give a continuous emantics for an important subclass 
of processes. But first we shall present a (not necessarily continuous) semantics for 
Ix-a-processes in general (cf. [34]). 
To give meaning to process variables we again introduce nvironments. The class 
F of environments is ~ , - ->  ~(At'), and we shall let y range over F. The definition 
of y{X/x} is as usual. Now we define the following semantical mapping [- ]1 : ~ ,~ --> 
( r  --> ~(Atr)): 
~a]l('y)= {a}, 
~s, ; s~(~,)=~sd~(~,)o~s2h(~,), 
Is, u s~]l(y) = [ sd , ( r )  u [ sd l (~) ,  
I s, ~ s~h(y) = [ Si l l (y)  Lo ~ s~, (y ) ,  
I[s, II s=],(~)= [sd,(~)IoKs=h(~), 
[x~l(y) = y(x), 
[~x[s ] l , (y )  = "~") Ix_= ,.~, [ax[s ] ] , (y )  =- " ( "  I~c  sw s,~,. 
= tb(~) exists by Theorem 4.47. Here, ~(~) kX.[s]~(y{X/x}). Note that ~_=_ .v =s, ' l ,  
Although ~-]1 provides us with a perfectly sound and well-defined semantics for 
Ix-a-processes, it will be of little use to having our results proved concerning the 
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calculus for the fair merge. This is for the greater part due to the nonapproximative 
character of the inverse set-inciusion ordering _~. For instance, to get [Ixx[ax]]l = 
{a'°}, we start with the whole of Atr and then in every step we delete infinitely many 
traces until we are left with {a ~} in the limit. Instead, our approach will use the 
following way of approximating {a°'}, viz. starting with {±} and then the chain 
{a.l_}, {a2±}, {a31}, . . . .  
Furthermore, also on more technical points, ~-]1 fails to have desirable properties: 
[[-]~ for p~-processes is based upon D_ and the bottom element A tr of this ordering 
does not satisfy a strictness property regarding the fair leftmerge that is crucial for 
our fixed-point transformation method (g(X)  = X ILf H for H # Atr is not strict w.r.t. 
A Ir in any sense). 
In order to prove our results, we shall introduce a second semantic function [[. ]2 
which will have the desired technical properties, and we shall see to what extent 
~']1 and [[.]2 coincide. 
Again we use F = ~, - ->  ~(A  ~) and we define ~ "]2: ~c-> (F-> ~(A~))  by 
[[ a]]2( y) = { a}, 
s, ; sd~(~,) = ~ sd~(y)  o ~ sd~(~,), 
~N 1 k..) $2~2(y) = ~S112(y) k.) ~$212(y), 
Is, II Sz~2(y) =[[S,]2(y) Lc~sz~2(y), 
Is, II sd=(~)= bd=(~)IoH=(~), 
[x ]z (y )=y(x)  and bx[sl](~)=t,_~q',,~, 
where ~,~,=AX.[[s]2(T{X/x}) (note that p~=@~.~ is a special representant of 
[p.,~ q~.~],~ 9. But now we give a different definition for the semantics of p.-recursive 
constructs: ~V.x[s]]2(y) = tr=q'a~. 
Observe that Is]2 yields a Smyth-equivalence lass. However, when no confusion 
can occur we shall omit [- ]= in the future. Note again that p~= q~.~ exists by Theorem 
4.47. 
In the sequel we shall concern ourselves with the properties of ~=4~a~. From the 
Propositions 2.27 and 4.33 it follows that the sequence (O~({±})>,<,o is both an 
__- and an <----chain (i.e., more or less an Egli-Milner ordered chain). It can also be 
shown that, in general, O~,~({±}) does not have to stabilize at p = to where O:~({±}) = 
O~,~([__],<~ •" ({±})), but the sequence (O~y({±}))ordi~! o is still _E-ordered. However, 
for p I> to it is not generally an <---chain: 
{i}-.-< ~,,~,({±})<-.. ~L,({i}).-.<-.-~< V.<~, ~"..,({i}) ~< U ~L,({i})  
n<¢.o  
• ,.~(.U ~({±}))  = ~7.~({±}). 
On the other hand, it can be verifed that both (fin(O°({±}))p and (unf(O:~({±})) o 
stabilize at p = to. This can only mean that 
inf(O~j~({±}))___inf(O~({_L})) for p2> p~>o~ 
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and, as we shall see later on in a more special case, this must stabilize at some 
ordinal p. 
The reason why we do not generally have continuity with respect o _ is the 
noncontinuity of the iz~-operator (or U)  regarding _: we do not have in general that 
U U Hu=LIUH~ 
i j j i 
(take, for instance, H~={±,a±} for j<~i and {a±} otherwise; then, [..)~ UjH~= 
{a±}, whereas II j  U, H# = {±, a±}). 
Since we shall need continuity in Section 6, we shall investigate when this is 
the case Presently. It will turn out that when all sets involved are flat, we have 
continuity. But when we consider the subclass of regular processes, we can say 
more. The meaning of a regular process will be determined by a regular function, 
i.e., a function of the form f (X )  = H~ o X u 142. To ensure continuity 
i<¢o i<¢o 
we now need 
j< ,o  j<~, j<~, i 
for ® { o, u ,  l o, Lo}. 
By inspecting the proof of Theorem 2.36 (and the fact that [_]j<~, ~ ¢ ~ for an 
Egli-Milner chain (/-/j)j starting with {±}), we see that this is satisfied if 
(U~<, H~) o {_1_} is ~o-chain completed. As we shall see, this observation will lead to 
the syntactical notion of 'shieldedness'. 
In the following propositions we shall give some results regarding the properties 
of the ~. ]2-interpretation f special recursive processes in more detail. 
4.48. Proposition. I f  s is regular such that for the function @~.~ 
holds that @~({±}) is flat, then ~p.x[s]~2 equals 
[1 cI, s"v({±})={h [ =lub hi, hi~ cl,~,v({±}). 
n<oJ  
= AX.IsI2(y{X/x}) it
ProoL By Theorem 2.27 and Proposition 4.33, (@s",v({±})),<o~ is both an ~- and an 
~<-chain. So by Theorem 4.45(a) we immediately get [p.x[s]]2 = t__l,<,~ @~({±}). [] 
4.49. Examples. (1) [p.x[x]ll2=[p.x[xa]]2 = {lub(±, L, ±, . . . )}= {±}. 
(2) [p.x[ax]L = {lub(±, at ,  aS±,. . . )}= {a'°}. 
(3) [p.x[ax u ~y[by]]]=  I I,<., {ai±, aJb °" 10~<j~  i}= a" u a*b '° = a~b °'. 
Likewise, we have for a-constructs the following proposition. 
4 o. Proposition. iax [s ]h=U.<.  
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The proof is trivial. 
In Proposition 4.48 we saw that under a certain semantical condition [[~x[s]]2 
can be obtained by iteration within to steps. In the following we shall be interested 
in syntactical conditions that guarantee the same. 
For this we need some auxiliary notions. 
4.51. Definition. We shall call a construct p.x[s] guarded w.r.t, x if either 
( i )  s = a,  
(ii) s = st ; s2 where st is guarded w.r.t, x, 
(iii) s = s~ w s2 where both s~ and s2 are guarded w.r.t, x, 
(iv) s = s~ II_ s2 where s~ is guarded w.r.t.x. 
For instance, p.x[a], p.x[ax], p.x[bxw c], ixx[axu bxu c], and Ixx[a IL x] are 
guarded constructs, but i~x[ex], i~x[ax u x], and p.x[a II x] are not. 
4.52. Remark. Guardedness of a construct can be considered as the analogon of 
the so-called Greibach-condition i  formal language theory. 
4.53. Proposition. I f  ~x[s] is guarded, then the semantical functions ~(~)= s,y  
AX.[s]t( y{X/x}) and ~,.v = AX.~s]2( y{X/x}) are (semantically) guarded. 
The proof is obvious. 
4.54. Definition. A (~-¢t-)process  is guarded if every i~-construct occurring in it 
is guarded. 
Remark. For pure i~-processes this notion of guardedness amounts to the same as 
that in Section 2. 
When we consider guarded processes we now have a defined [-]2-interpretation 
which in this case equals the [. It-meaning, as is shown in the following theorem. 
4.55. Theorem. I f  ~x[s] is guarded, then [Ixx[s]]2(y) equals I[~x[s]]l(y). Further- 
more, [Dx[S]]z(y)= O~,~({_L}) for some ordinal p, and ~ [IXX[S]]2(y) contains no 
unfinished traces. 
Proof. We assume that the assertion holds for subconstructs of ixx[s] (induction 
step). Then we note that ~(X)  does not contain any other unfinished traces than 
those imported via X. This implies that, for all n, unf(~,~({a}))= ~J for any a e A. 
As in Lemma 4.44 and Theorem 4.45, we can now prove that, for every ordinal A >~ oJ, 
• b,({±})= " tr • ,,v(A ). 
In fact, we have again that 
U '~%({±})= f"q " " ¢~,.~,(A ). 
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Since trx[s] is guarded w.r.t, x, U,<~, O~,({±}) does not contain any unfinished 
trace anymore, so neither does ~:~({±}) = os,,(Un<o, ~",~({±})), nor ~({±})  for 
1~ tAtr~ A >to. So, ' from ~o' the E-chain (~,~({±}))~,o and the _D-chain \ s,~ J/~,o 
coincide (viz. if unf(H1) = unf(H~) ---0, then H~H2~H1 D_ 1-12!). 
In Theorem 4.47 we saw that ~x[s] ]~(T)  = ¢'~,~(A t~) for some ordinal p. We now 
prove that ~gx[s]]2(y) = q)~,v({±}) ( :  ¢~sP,./(Atr)). 
From the standard proof of Theorem 4.47(b) it follows that P t~ O~,v(A ) is a fixed 
• (~,~(A) )~ stabilizes at A = p. So also point of ~ 7- This implies that the ___-chain  tr 
the E-chain (O~,v({±}))x stabilizes at A = p, and ~, , ({±})  is a fixed point of O~P,. 
It is also the l.f.p, p~=O~.v since by transfinite induction we can prove that VA: 
O~,v({±})~tt=O~,v, in particular, ~ ,~=_~,~.  Finally, we now observe that, for 
some ordinal p, 
~Ia, X[S] I2(T)  = (2bsP,,({±}) = ~sP,-/(Atr) = ~p,X[S]],(3/) 
and that ¢ '~({±}) contains no unfinished traces. This proves our theorem. [] 
4.56. Remark. Theorem 4.55 gives us some information about the question how 
I[-ll~ and 1['11= correlate: if a process is guarded, they coincide. However, it is not 
the case that [[-]~ = [ "112 for all processes. This can be seen in the trivial example of 
p.x[x]: [~x[x]l l1(T)= A t" (for all T) but I[~x[x]ll=(,/)= {±} (for all 3'). 
In the following we shall consider cases in which ~}JbX[S]~ 2 is obtained within 
p = to steps of iteration. 
4.57. Definition. A syntactically closed (l~-ot,)process r is regular iff it is generated 
by the following BNF: 
r::=elalrl ; r21rl u r21p, x[(rl ; x )u  r2]loLx[(rl ; x )u  r2]lotx[r ; x]. 
4.58. Examples. (1) For pure ~-processes, this definition of regularity amounts to 
the same as the one in Section 3, e.g., p.x[axu b] is regular, but p.x[xa u b] is not. 
(2) fail =def~x[e ;x ]=ax[x]  is regular (-- stands for having the same I ' l l -  
interpretation). 
(3) p.x[(rl ; x )u  fai l]- ' -p.x[r~;x] is regular. 
(4) p.x[(e ; x) u fail] -'- p.x[x] is regular. 
Note. In this section we shall restrict ourselves to syntactically closed processes 
for the sake of convenience. 
4.59. Definition. In a regular g-construct ~x[s], an ot-subconstruct oty[s'] occurs 
in a shielded way iiI the following holds: if ay[s ' ]  is (not necessarily directly) 
sequentially followed by an occurrence of x, oty[s'] is followed as well by a subprocess 
s" containing at least one elementary action a e A not occurring in s'. (By the 
regularity of p.x[s], s" must occur sequentially before the occurrence of x.) 
4.60. Definition. A (syntactically closed) regular process r is called shielded if every 
oL-subconstruct in r occurs in a shielded way. 
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A few examples will illustrate this rather complicated efinition: 
ixx[(c ; ay[(a u b)y u (a u b)] ; d ; x) u (c ; x) u (a ; x)] 
is shielded, whereas 
ixx[(c ; ay [ (au  b)yw(au  b)] ; x )u (cu  a)x] 
and 
Ixx[(c ; oty[(a u b)y w (a u b)] ; a ; x) w (c w a)x] 
are not. In the first example the action d can be seen as a signal that the a-recursion 
has terminated. This enables us to see whether one is really approximating the 
ix-construct or the a-construct within it. This property essentially renders the seman- 
tics of the ix-construct continuous in the sense that it can be approximated within 
to steps of iteration. 
4.61. Remark. Note that if it is allowed to use copies A u) of the alphabet A with 
elements au) such that ~(a u)) = ~(a) for the underlying interpretation ~ of elementary 
actions, every (regular) process can be written in a shielded form. For instance, the 
two not-shielded examples above become 
p.x[(c ; oty[(a w b)y u e]; (a inu  b m) ;x )w (c w a)x], 
Ixx[(c ; ay[(a  w b)y w (a u b)] ; a m ; x) w (cw a)x]. 
In general, it is even enough to use only copies e u) of the empty action e. For 
example, Ixx[(c ; ay[(a u b)y w (a w b)] ; e m ; x) u (c u a)x] is shielded. So copies 
of actions are used to indicate that the a-recursion has ended. 
4.62. Remark. Note that every pure I~-process  is shielded since s does not contain 
any a-constructs in this case. 
4.63. Definition. A semantical function f :  ~(A  t') --> ~(A  tr) built of o and u is called 
(semantically) shielded iff it is of the form f (X )= 1-11 o X w HE such that H~ is 
top-level closed and/ ' /2 is ~o-chain completed. 
4.64. Lemma. I f  Ixx[s] is shielded and guarded, then O,,~,=AX.[s]I2(y{X/x}) is 
(semantically) shielded. 
Proof. Since Ixx[s] is regular, @~.~ = AX.H1Xu 1-12 for some H~, H2~ A tr. The 
interesting ease occurs when/-/1 o {.L} contains an infinite maximal chain 
u~.L __. u2-1- ~ us-L  ~"  • • 
and H1 does not. Note that O~.~(X) = H1X w/-/2 = (f in(H0) ° X u nf(H1) u 1-12, so 
we may assume that u~ ~ fin(H~) for all /. I f  this chain stems from the outcome of 
a subconstruct that is Ix-recursive,/-/1 o {.L} must obviously also contain its lub. If, 
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on the other hand, it stems from an ~x-subconstruct, then, by the definition of 
shieldedness, ixx[s] = Wx[(...ety[s'] ; . . .  ; d ; . . .  ; x) u ...] for some d ~ var(s'). 
This implies, however, that//1 ° {±} cannot contain such an infinite maximal chain: 
the action d prevents this. Finally, since Wx[s] is guarded, /-/2 is ~o-chain comp- 
leted. [] 
Now we can state and prove the following theorem. 
4.65. Theorem. (a) I f  p.x[s] is guarded and shielded, then 
~x[s ]h(~)  <~ " =¢,,- ({±})= L_] ~, . , ({±})={hlh=lubh, ,h ,e~, , , ({±})} .  
(b) Moreover, [[ ttx[ s ]]2 = ~-~.<o, ~~"~( At') = ~x[  s ]]l. 
Proof. (a): The crucial thing to prove here is the fact that in this case 
Os.(.u ,s • 
First we prove "_~": 
i We know that, by monotonicity, Vi<~j<o: ~s,~({i})___~l~s,~({±}), so also 
i I ' -  i+1  r " -  Vi<o:  ff~,.,({±})_[_Jj<,~ff~s.,({±}) and, by monotonicity, V i<w: ~s. , ({±})-  
ff~,.,(~j<o ¢Ms,({±})) i.e., [[,<o ' = , • *, . , ({±})-  *, ,(LA~<o ~.,({±})).  
Now we have to prove "_",  i.e., for every h e [[~<o ¢~.,({±}) there is some 
h'¢ 4~.,.,(U~<o ¢~,({±})) with h'=h. Since (*,~,({±})),<,, is both an m- and an 
<~-chain, we have that [_.],<~ *~,({±})=V,<~ ff ".,({±}). This implies that (by 
Proposition 4.18) 
fin II *~,({±})=fin V *~,({±})=fin V *~.,({±})=fin U aL~.,({±}). 
n<~o7 r t<¢o i,I .~  ~ rl <~ ~o 
But in a way analogous to the proof of U,<~, ~,({_1.})=__ ~.,(U,<,~ , ({±}) )  we 
can show 
so also 
(.yo ,,) U *,,({±}1<- aL., ,~.,({± , 
fin U ~,,,({.l_})-fin [.3 ~,,,({_l.})_fin ~,., U ~,.,({±}) 
n.<¢o n<ra  llt <~ ~ 
Since ttx[s] is regular, ~,., =AX.(H1 o X uH2) for some /-/1, H2G A t~. So, by 
Proposition 4.32, for any X, 
f in (~, (X) )  =fin(H, o X u/-/2) = (fin(H,)o fin(X)) u fin(H2) 
~_ (S ,  o fin(X)) u 82-- aL,,(fin(X)). 
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Hence, 
fin U 
FI <= ¢0 
• _c fin U ¢',,,({± 
n<: to  
( = fin U 
~<:¢o  
. })) ___ fin U 
N'~to  
Therefore, if h is finished and an element of [_Jn<o, tp~y({.l_}), then it is also an 
element of @s,v([J.<,o @~({±})),  so in that case there is an h' (=h)  such that 
h 'e  ¢'s,y(k_J.<o, tP~v({.l_))) and h'=_h. 
If h is unfinished, we know that there must be some stabilizing chain (hi)i<o, with 
i hi e @~,v({±}) and lub hi = h. Suppose it stabilizes at i = io. Then h = h~ 0~ t/v~ v({±}) 
for al l j  i> io. This implies that, assuming tPs, v(X) =/-/1 o X u / /2 ,  either h stems from 
//2 or s e H (i.e., there is an unguarded occurrence of X) .  In the first case we can 
consider h as a finished trace and then, by using a function @'s,-, = AX.H IXu  
H2[_-!-/±] (where _-!- is to be considered as a finished action), we can proceed in the 
same way as in the case that h is finished. In the second case we immediately have 
that if h ~ I [,<,o @n({-k}), then h ~ tP~.v([ In<o, tP~,~,({_k})) as well. 
Finally, we consider the case that h is infinite. It is here that we shall use the fact 
that g,x[s] is shielded. Since h is infinite, h = lub(hi)i<,o for some infinitely often 
i increasing chain (hi)i with hi e @s.y({±}). Since ~x[s] is shielded, we know by 
Lemma 4.64 that @~,~ = AX.H1 o X w/-/2 is shielded, i.e.,/-/1 o {_k} contains its lubs. 
Moreover, since we are working modulo the Smyth-equivalence class, we may 
' - o min(H2)). This assume /-/2 to be flat (otherwise, we consider @~,~- ,~X.H~ X u 
implies that we cannot have an ever increasing chain within/-/2. But for h~ e ~,~({±}), 
either hi ~ H~ o {±} or hi ~ H~H2 for somej  < i. Since the chain (hi)i is really increas- 
ing, we can always find a chain ~h~)i with lub h~ = lub h~ = h and h~ e H~ o {±}. Now 
we can distinguish two cases: 
(i) It holds that also (h~)i ~/-/1 o {±} for all i. Then, by shieldedness, h = lub h~e 
Ht o {±} and since h is infinite, even h e H~. This implies that h e ~s,v(H) for every 
H, in particular for H = [ I~<~, tPs~v({±}). 
(ii) Not for all i does it hold that h~ e//1 o {±}. Then it must be the case that 
h~e H~± but not h~e H~"± from some fixed m on. This implies, however, that 
h~H'~, which in its turn implies that tP~,v({h})={h}. This yields that 
tP~.~(~,<o, tP~v({±})) contains again the infinite trace h. 
(b): Analogous to Theorem 4.45(b), using Theorem 4.65(a) (note that the guarded- 
ness of ~x[s] implies that Vn Va e A: unf(tPT, v({a}))= ~t). [] 
4.66. Remark. It is perhaps instructive to consider Park's example once again: 
p,x[((c ; ay [ (a  u b)y w e]) u a)x]. The associated semantical funct ionf  = AX.(c(a u 
b)*u a)X  is not shielded. So now it becomes possible to construct an infinite lub 
from (f"({-l-}))n<o, =(c(a u b)* u a)".L that is member of the least fixed point off ,  
viz. h = cbaba2ba3b . . . .  The fact hat h ~f(h) implies that h cannot be an element 
of the least fixed point Iz=f of f. 
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To conclude this section we observe that a continuous emantics can be rendered 
to (an interesting subclass of) i~-a-constructs without the (too strong) restrictions 
of closedness and compactness of the trace sets in the domain. By a continuous 
semantics we mean a semantics in which all operators are continuous o that least 
fixed points can be obtained by iteration from the bottom element within co steps 
of iteration. This continuity property will be used in Section 6 to prove certain 
fixed-point results. 
That we did not need topological restraints to deal with o~-constructs is rather 
obvious ince fixed points with respect to <~ resemble unions and these never present 
problems regarding continuity. For a substantial subclass of p~-constructs we did 
not need closed and compact subsets either (in contrast with Section 2), but, in 
fact, merely the weaker estriction to top-level closed sets. This property is preserved 
by the operators u, o, Ic, and Lc, as we have seen, and also shielded, regular 
p.-constructs preserve this property. For instance, aregular function f (X )  = 1-11 o X u 
//2 where H~ and/-/2 are top-level closed has an _E-least fixed point ~Lf = ~<o,f~({±}) 
that is top-level closed. We already saw that the top-level closedness of H~ resulted 
in the 'co-obtainability' of ~Lf. Its top-level closedness follows from the following 
proposition. 
4.67. ProposRio n. For every (regular) f (X )  = Ht o X u 1t2 such that H2 is top-level 
closed, ~i<,of~({±}) is top-level closed. 
Proof. Take uj ~ [ li<o, Hi (j = 0, 1, 2, . . . )  such that (uj.l. b is an (co-)chain, i.e., (uj)j 
is a prefix-chain. As in the proof of Theorem 4.38(a) we must have that 
Vj ::l/j Vn ~> 0: uj~Hij+,. 
These uj must contain initial segments uj composed of guards of X in f (i.e., prefixes 
of X in f).  Clearly, (uj)j is a prefix-chain again. Now, either (i) there is some jo 
' " where " must be a prefix chain '=  ' for j ~jo- In this case, uj = ujuj uj such that uj U~o 
in H2. Since/-/2 is top-level closed, lub(uj±)= lub(u~u~)~f¢({±}) for some io, and 
also lub(uj±)~ I li<,ofi({±}); or (ii) the prefix-chain (u~)j is infinitely often increas- 
ing. Define Guard(x,f) as the set of guards of x in f. Then it holds that Vn: 
Guard(x,f) '± cf ' ({±}).  Since, for all j, u~ e Guard(x,f)*, we therefore have that 
Vj 3ij: u~± ef'J({±}) 
and the/j can be chosen monotonically increasing. By interpolation again we obtain 
a chain u:.'£ with u~ ~ff({±}) and lub~ uT± = lub~ u[±. Hence, 
lubjuj±=lubju ±=lub, u'/±e I I f i ({±}).  [] 
i<co  
Note that we have also exploited the fact that approximations of fixed points I~r.f 
appeared to be ~<-ordered as well. In fact, we encountered Egli-Milner ordered 
chains. But instead of considering Egli-Milner lubs of them (which requires the 
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topological restriction of closedness of all sets involved~), we only considered their 
lub with respect o _. This proved to be well-defined regardless of any topological 
property of the domain. This observation leads to the nonemptiness of an _- 
lub ~i<o, Hi for any Egli-Milner chain (Hi)i<o,. Together with the top-level closed- 
ness of the sets involved, this results in the continuity of the operators (cf. Laminas 
2.34, 4.39, Proposition 4.48, and Theorems 2.36, 4.45, 4.65). 
5. The fair merge and its semantics 
In this section we shall investigate fairness in the context of merging traces. 
Informally, the fair merge of two traces h~ and h 2 consists of all those traces that 
contain the 'whole' of both h~ and h2, even if h~ or h 2 is infinite. This means: we 
are guaranteed that every elementary action that would be done in following either 
trace hm or h2 will also be done following an arbitrary trace in the fair merge of h~ 
and h2 if we are prepared to wait for a sufficiently long but finite time. For example, 
a~ [If c = a'ca '° does not contain a% Although a ~ is an element of the (arbitrary) 
merge a ~ I] c, it does not belong to the fair merge of a ~ and c since by following 
the trace a% action c would not be done within a finite number of steps. 
More formally, we define the fair merge h~ I[f h2 for ht, h2 e Atr as follows: First, 
we define, for elements h ~ Atr, the function 
h i fheA*wA% 
strip(h) = 
h' if h = h'± e A*±. 
Again, we use 'coloured" copies ~, .3, of A and '(de-)colouring'-homomorphisms 
X', X~ and X~ defined by 
x ' (±)= ±, 
X'l(a)=X~(~)=a, X~(_L) = ~, 
= 
Here, we identify e~ with e and define 
hi [[f h2 = {h e At~ I h e {hi} [c {h2} such that for some 
h'e X'-l(h): X'~(h')=strip(h~) and x~(h')=strip~h2)}. 
The definition of hi u.f h 2 is analogous to that of h I L h 2 in Section 2, but now based 
upon hx [If h2" for hi # e, h~ ILl h 2 = { h e h 1 Ill h2 [ =lh' E X ' - l (h )  such that x~(h'[ 1]) e A}, 
so informally, hi U.f h2 is that subset of ht lit h2 that starts with the first action of hi. 
i Otherwise, the lubs need not be defined. 
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5.1. Remark. Note that in the definition of ha [If h2 it is in all cases required that 
x~(h') is exactly strip(hi) for i = 1, 2 and not just a prefix. This reflects the requirement 
for a trace in the fair merge to contain the whole of both strip(ha) and strip(h2), 
i.e., the whole of both ha and h2 possibly excluding a bottom action ±. 
Furthermore, note that whereas in Section 2 the bottom action was treated as a 
normal action, here it is used as an auxiliary action only. The only actions that must 
be merged in a fair way are the "real' actions in A, although it is certainly the case 
that the definition prescribes that a merge involving an unfinished trace and a trace 
that is not infinite contains only unfinished traces again. (This is implied by the 
part of the definition of ha [If h2 that states that ha [If h2~ {ha} [c {h2}.) 
Finally, we come to the following definition. 
5.2. Definition 
Ha Ill/-/2 = [..J (h e A t~ [ h = h, lit h2, ha e H,, h2 e H2}. 
Note that in this simple framework the fair merge IIf is (just like the arbitrary merge 
II) commutative, associative, and distributive w.r.t, u, as stated in the following 
proposition. 
5.3. Proposition. (a) H, Ill n2= H2 Ill Ha. 
(b) (HI Ill/-/2) Ill a3-  HI Ilf (n2 Ill H3). 
(C) (/-/1 lit a2)u  H3 = (Ha u/-/3) IIf (n:w/'/3). 
Proof. TO prove (a) we interchange X~ and X~. (c) is trivial and to prove (b) we use 
the fact that every trace in hi [If h2_ ha [c h2 contains the whole of (strip) ha and h2. 
So both (h, IIf h~) Ill h3 and ha IIf (h= lit h~) contain the whole of hi, h2, and h3. Since, 
moreover, both (hi IIf h2) IIf h3 and hi Ill (h2 Ill h3) are subsets of ha [¢ h2 ]c h3, they are 
equal. [] 
This proposition enables us to calculate IIf pairwise and in any order, just as was 
the case with H. (We remark that in more complicated settings, where questions of 
enabledness of the actions arise, the associativity and distributivity are no longer 
true for fair merges.) 
Furthermore, we immediately have the following properties of Ill. 
5.4. Proposition. / f  Ha, /-/2 _c A*, then 1-11 Ilf H2 ~--- Ha Ic H2 and 1"11 ° {3.} Ill//2 = 
Ha o {±} lit/-/2 ° {±}= (Ha Ic/-/2) ° {±}. 
Proof. For ha, h2e A*, hi [If h2 = {ha} Ic{h2} since every trace of {ha} 1¢ {h2} contains 
the whole of both hi and h2, because they are both finished and finitely long. 
Furthermore, for ha, h2e A*, hal Ilf h2 = hal  I]f h2± = ({ha} Ic{h2}) o {3_}. We can see 
this as follows: an element h in hal [If h2 has by definition a 'coloured' version 
h 'ex -a (h)  such that xa(h')=ha and x2(h')=h2 . Moreover, since ha±l[fh2 ~ _
h~3_ Ic h2, h must contain ± at its end. This implies h e ({ha} I¢ {h2}) * {±}. Likewise 
for ha-l- Ill h2 l" The converse versions are obvious. [] 
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This proposition thus tells us that firstly, the fair merge of finite traces is the same 
as the arbitrary merge, and secondly, that in the procedure of fairly merging 
unfinished traces, the bottom action _1_ is postponed hntil the moment hat all other 
(normal) actions have been done. Another way of saying this is the following: for 
a fair merge of unfinished traces, we require that all actions upto the point that 
indicates that they are unfinished must already be dealt with before we use a bottom 
action 4 to indicate that the trace is not yet finished. 
A few examples: 
(1) ab Ill c = {abc, acb, cab}. 
(2) 4 l l fh={~ J- i fhEA* ,  
if h E A*4 u A °'. 
(3) ± il_f ± = {4}, and ± ILl h = I~ for h ~ 4. 
(4) a °" Ilfbc=a*ba*ca% 
(5) a_L lit bc-- {abc4, bac4, bca±}. 
(6) a '° b" = (a*bb*a) '° and a '° ILf b ~' = (a*ab*b)% 
The last example is perhaps not clear at this stage, but it is precisely for the sake 
of fair merges of infinite traces that we want an easy calculation method. We will 
therefore return to this example later on. 
Next we come to our following proposition. 
5.5. Proposition. Atr Ill Atr -- Atr Ill A tr = Atr. 
Proof. Clearly, A tr IIf m tr___ A tr. But every trace in m tr can  be obtained as the fair left 
merge of some traces, e.g., if h E A*4 u A", h = h ILf {4}. So m tr ILl A tr = Atr. Finally, 
we remark that A tr ]lfA tr-- (Atr II fAt r )  u (Atr IIfA u) = Atru Atr= Atr. [] 
Also for the operations ]If and U_f we have monotonicity and continuity in a 
restricted sense, as is shown in the following proposition. 
5.6. Proposition. (a) llr is monotonic and continuous regarding ~ on ~(  A* u A' l )  2. 
(b) U-f is monotonic and continuous regarding <~ on ~(A*  u A ' l )  x ~(A*  u A+ 4). 
Proof. Just like the proof of Propositions 4.33 and 4.36 for Ic. Here, we restrict 
ourselves to the proof of /-/1 ~< H2~unf (H  Hf H1) ~< H n2. Take some h'e 
unf (H  Ill Hi). Then h '~ h [Ifh~ for some h e H, h~ e/-/1, and at least one of these is 
unfinished. In a diagram: 
h': [ 
.1. 
hi 
(Note that in contrast o the proof of Proposition 4.33h cannot be infinite here.) 
Since/-/1 ~</'/2, there is an element h2 e H2 such that hl-m h2. If hl = h2, h'¢ 1-11 [[f H2 
itself. Otherwise, h2 = h~h~ where h~ = strip(h~). Replacing _1_ in h' by hl yields an 
element h"eh  Hfh2___H~ [If H2 such that h'~h".  [] 
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5.7. Corollary. I f  Hi ,  1-12, H~, H i  ~ A* u A*± such that 1-11 = H~ and 1-12 ~ Hi ,  then 
H, H; Hi. 
5.8. Remark. (1) Note that we do not have monotonicity on the whole of ~('Atr): 
for example, 
a '° ILl ± = {a'°}, a ~' II.f b_L =.a*aba% {±} ~< {b±}, 
but {a°'}~ a*aba' .  
It will turn out that we do not need this. In approximating and using fixed points 
we will stay within ~, (A*  u A*±). 
(2) Note that the monotonicity of U_f in its second argument does not even extend 
to the whole of ~(A*u  A*±), since there is a small problem regarding ±: ± Itf ± = 
{2_} ~ 0 = .L Itf h for h # ±, whereas ±___ h. This is caused by our definition of fair 
(left)merge in the case of unfinished traces, which gives us on the one hand the 
very desirable strictness properties ± Itr ± = ± and ± Lr h = 0 for h # ,l,, but on the 
other a minor difficulty regarding monotonicity. This is not a real problem: we can 
obtain only pseudo-chains {±} = . . . .  {±} ~ 0 <~" • • in this way and when we ignore 
the {.l_}s at the beginning, we get an ~<-chain. We shall do this implicitly in the future. 
5.9. Examples. (1) Take the ~<-chain (ai.L),<o,. Then (ai± it b)i is also an ~<-chain: 
0 <~ {ab±} <<- {aab±, aba±} <~ {a3b±, a2ba±.aba2±} <~" • • 
<~ {a"b±, a"-lba.l., . . . , a2ba"-2±, aban-l.±} <-.. . . ,  
which has the union of all these elements, aa*ba*,l,, as V-lub. 
b i~\  oo . (2) Consider (aS_l_ ]If -~/,=o. 
{4.} ~< {ab±, bad_} <~ {a2b2±, abab.l_, baba±, b2a2.±} <-. • • 
which has as V-lub: Un<~ (a" [c b")'±, which can be rewritten as 
U U (anmbb'i'~a) m±. 
m<oJ nm<(o 
Note that each trace in this set contains an equal amount of as and bs. 
To get fair merges of infinite traces we shall use the following theorem. 
5.10. Theorem. If (He),<. and (H~)j<,o are <~-chains such that inf(Hi) = inf(H~) = 0 
(for all i), then 
V H, II,-V H;= U V (x,,, II,-H;,,) 
i<w j<w (ik,Jk) k<m 
ik andjk strictly 
monotonic in k~ ¢0. 
(and the same holds for  Itf). 
ProoL First we remark that, by Proposition 5.6, (Hk [If H[)k is an <~-chain as well, 
so we can speak about the generated upper bound ~Tk<~ (Hk [If HI).  
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First we prove v/4illrvnj---U. V,,(H,,IIrHD Take some h~VHi  and 
h'e VHI: h = lub(hi)i~io with hi e Hi and h'= lub(hl)~'ffijo with h i e H i. Clearly, for 
ko = max(io,jo), (hk lit is an <~-chain of subsets of (Hk Obviously, 
if we take some element in lub(hl)Ilflub(h i) (which has to be infinite), it can also 
be obtained as the lub of some chain (h~) with hZe hi~ Ill hl, with ik, jk strictly 
monotonic in /c Hence, we have that 
h I]f h '= lub(hi)[I lub(hj) 
~-{h"l h"" - lubh' [~,h~hik ]lfhi,~,k>>'ko} C - U V (nikllfai ). 
(ik,Jk) k<to  
I f _ _  I I  l For the converse, we take some h -]ub(hk)ko=k<o , h~ ~ hi,, I]f hjk with (ik,Jk) strictly 
monotonic in k for some ko. By the definition of Ill, hZ contains the whole of both 
traces hk and hL (for every k). So, h"= lub h~ contains the whole of both lub hk and 
lub hl. Therefore, h"=lub h~,e (lub hk II lub h;,)___ V, IIfVj Hi. [] 
5.11. Examples. (1) Take Ho = {.1_}, H~ ={a±}, Hi = {a2±} for i~>2, and Hi=(b} 
for all j. Now, 
a2- l -u - fb=VHi l t . fVH i=U U V(Hi~U-fHik)- V (HkU-H'k) 
i j n (ik, Jk ) k k<w 
which equals the gub of the chain 
0<~ ab± <~ aZb± u aba± <- aZb± u aba± <.. • • 
which is a2b± w aba±. 
(2) Take Hi={ai,±} for i~>0 and Hi={b} forj~>0. Then, 
a" Ilfb=(V a i±) I l fb - -U  U V ( aik-/- Ilfb)= V ( a i± Ilf b) 
n (ik, Jk ) k i<w 
equalling the gub of 
{b_L} ~ {ba±, ab±} <~ {ba2±, aba±, a2b±} 
<<. {ba3±, aba2l ,  a2ba_L, a3b.J_} <~ . . . = a*ba °'. 
(3) Take Hi={ai, l ,} (i>>-O) and Hi={bJ±} (j>~O). Now, 
a ~' [[fb'~=V aS-l-IlfV bJ,±= U V ( aik± [IfbJk±)" 
i j (i/ojk) k<w 
strictly 
monotonic in k 
This contains for example the gub of the chain 
± <~ ab± u ba± <~ a2b2.1_ u abab± u abba.L u baab_L u baba.L u b2a2-1_ <~" • • 
which equals the set of those infinite words of which every prefix of even length 
contains as much as as bs, The whole set can be seen to contain those infinite words 
that do not end with either a*' nor b% This set can be written as (a*bb*a) "~, i.e., 
all infinite traces consisting of as and bs such that after an a has been done, it akes 
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only a finite number of steps before an action b will be done and vice versa. The 
formalism to be developed in the following section will immediately ield an 
to-regular expression such as (a*bb*a)  '° by purely syntactical manipulation and no 
further ingenuity will be necessary to find the fair merge of two (possibly infinite) 
traces or a complicated union of gubs of complicated ~<-ehains. 
6. Calculating the fair merge of (co-)regular processes 
The subclass ~/~o~: of regular processes is defined by the following BNF: 
s : :=e I a I x l  r ; s l s, u s21 x[r ; xu  s ] lax[ r  ; x ] l=x[ ( r  ; x )u  s], 
where r is a syntactically dosed regular process (as we saw earlier in Section 4.3). 
In order to calculate the fair merge of these processes we proceed analogously 
to what we have done in Section 3 for the arbitrary merge. We shall first define a 
syntactic transformation Lr on the class ./¢~ot..N/uwc, the class of normal processes, 
is given by the BNF 
t::=e I a Ix  [ a ; t I t, u t2 [ wx[t ]  l ,~x[t] 
in which the only possibility of composition is again prefixing. And again we use 
an analogon of Lemma 3.2 to transform regular processes into normal processes 
([.]1 and [.]2 are as defined in Section 4: note that regular and normal processes 
have the appropriate restricted form). 
6.1. Theorem. For any r ~ ~ l t~¢ there is a t ~ Argot  such that 
I [t] l=[r] l  and [t]2=~r]2. 
Proof. Just like the proof of Lemma 3.1, by means of the following transformations: 
(0) e ; r=r ;e=r ,  
(1) (a ; r,) ; r2=a ; (r ,  ; r2), 
(2) ( r 'u r " ) ; r=( r '  ; r )w( r " ; r ) ,  
(3) gx[ r '  ; x w r"] ; r = I~x[(r' ; x)  w (r" ; r)], 
(4) otx[r' ; x u r"] ; r = oLx[(r' ; x) u (r" ; r)]. [] 
What there is left for us to be done is the definition of the syntactical transformation 
Lt on X/t~oc x Ar/e~oc (cf. the semantical definition of Lf in Section 5). 
(0) x _Lts = xt,s e ~¢~,a~, for all s e ~c  (so including every y e ~,~a,). ~h,a~ _m 
~oc ,  such that ~ ra ~ = ~. 
(1) a L f r=a  ; r and eL f r= r. 
(2) (a ; rl) ~f r = (a ; (rl u_-_t r)) u (a ; (r Lf r,)). 
(3) (r, u r2) ILf r = (rl ~f r) w (r2 Ik_f r). 
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(4) ~x[s] ~f r = ax~f ,[(s ~f r)[p~x[s] ~f ri/x~t ri]~#r[~J~X[S]/X,]] if r ~ i~y[" ], o~y[. ]. 
(5) t~x[s,] ~f I~y[s2] = p,z, otz2[(s, ~f s2)([trx[s,] U_f./x~ .].¢y,,~ 
[~y[ s2] ~f "/y~, .].)*[Zl/X~.t y] [Z2/X~_f s2] 
where z~ and z2 are fresh variables. (If s2--y, [z2/~,~] must be deleted.) 
(6) ax[s] ~_f r=otx~[ (s  ~f r)[ax[s] ~f rd~J*~[otx [s ] /x ] ]  if r# ~y[.  ], ~ty[.]. 
(7) for o~ rs 02 or o~ = 02 = a: 
O~x[sx] ~f Ozy[s2] = otz[(s, ~_r s2)([ O,x[s~] ~_f ./x~,.].,,y,~= 
[ 02y[ s2] E_f .lye_, .].)*[ z~ x~, ~][ z/x~, =~] 
[ O~x[ sd /  x][ O2y[s~]/ y ]], 
where z is fresh. 
In order to prove the soundness of this system we need the following Iemmata. 
6.2. Lemma. I f  r= p,x[s] is regular, then the function ~,~ = AX.~s~2(T{X/x}) has 
the property that, for any H c_ Atr, unf(C~,v(H)) = unf(~s,v(unf(H))). 
Proof. Because of the position of the variable x in a regular process, ~,y is of the 
form AX.(HI o X u H:), so it is impossible that a finished or infinite trace in H can 
produce an unfinished trace in q~,~(H). [] 
6.3. Lemma. (a) For regular r= p,x[s] it holds that if, for a ~ A, unf(tPs, v({a})  =0, 
then unf (~({a}) )  = 0 for every n. 
(b) For guarded, regular r= p,x[s], unf(~v({a}))  =0 for every n and a e A. 
Proof. (a): By induction on n, using Lemma 6.2 for the second equality, 
unf( .+1  _ n • ~,r ({a})) - unf(~,~(~,~({a}))) 
N = unf( ~,v(unf( ~,v({ a} ) ))) = unf( ~,  T(0)) = 0 
since unf(~,v({a})) =0 implies unf(~,v(0)) =0. 
(b): Since p~x[s] is guarded and regular, every subconstruct only yields finished 
and infinite traces, i.e., unf(~s,v({a}))=0 for any a e A. So, using (a), we obtain 
(b). [] 
6.4. Proposition. I f  r = ~x[s] is a guarded and shielded regular process, then 
II V 
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The proof directly follows from Theorem 4.45 and Lemma 6.3. 
Notation: We shall abbreviate 
C~< tr =(~_- - (A  ), ~ ,0) ,  C + + tr  =(~. (A  ),---<, {±}), 
C=_=(~(Atr ) ,~,Atr ) .  
Next we need variants of the Fixed-Point Transformation Lemmas of Section 3. 
(These are not simply specialisations of these FTLs since we have here a more 
complicated situation. For instance, we have to work with gubs V w.r.t. ~ instead 
of just lubs V, and we also sometimes need several different orderings uch as ~<, 
E, and _ at the same time.) 
6.5. Lemma. Let f be a guarded and shielded, regular function ~(Atr)~ ~(Atr), 
go : C + ->m C<~ with the properties that go({±})= 0 and go(Vi<~, H,) = Vi<,o go(Hi), 
h" Cn<~ +2 -'>m C~ such that i f  all arguments contain no unfinished traces, h does not 
either, and g,: C~ ->m C~ (1 <<- i < - n) such that unf(H) =fJ implies unf(gi(H)) =0. 
Furthermore, if  it holds that 
go( f (x ) )= h(go(X))(x)(g l (x))  . . . (g,,(x)) 
and 
inf(go(ix=f)) c_ p.=_ z .  h(z)(p,=f)(g,(~=f))  . . . (g,, (ix=f)), 
then 
go(ix=f)= ix=z" h(z)(p,=f)(gl( ix=f)) .. . (g,,(ix=f)). 
Proof. Abbreviate 
ix~_h = ix~_z . h( z)( ix=f)(g,( ix=f) ) . . . (g,,(ix=f)). 
Obviously, go(ix=f) is a fixed point of Az.h(z)( ix=f)(gl ( ix=f)) . . .  (g,(p, gf)) ,  so 
go(ix=f) <~ ix~_h. Now we note that 
, =  , (vo ) go(Ui<o,f ({±}))=go if({±}) = V go(f'({z})). i i<~o 
So ix~h<~Vi<,ogo(ff({_L}) ). Furthermore, by induction we can prove that 
go(fi({_l.})) ~< ix=_h for every i < oJ (for this we need that, for every j, 
fJ({-l-}) ~< V f'({-I-})~ < L_~ f i ({ l} )= ix=f  
i<to i<to 
cf. Proposition 4.19). Moreover, since f is guarded, unf(ix=h)=0, and hence, also 
unf(g,(ix=f)) = 0 (including i = 0I), and unf(ix_~h) = ~. 
Finally, since inf(V go(fi({_[})))=inf(go(ix=f))~_ p~h,by Proposition 4.26(i), 
IJ.___h = V go(if({±})) =go(ix=f). [] 
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6.6. Lemma. Let f~, f2 ~ ~(A t~) -'> ~(A tr) be guarded, shielded, and regular, composed 
of u, o, I~, and t-c. Moreover, if 
g~ ~ (C=_ × C=_) -> C=_ with gl(A tr, A t') = A u', 
g2E(C+xC+)->C~ with g2({Z},y)=O, 
C + + gsE ( ~X C~)---> C~, 
h ~ C_~ ~ C~ ~ C~ -~ C~ ~ C__ ~ ~(A'~),  
h'~ C~-~ (7_<--> C~ C-* C~ 
with the further properties that 
(i) all these functions are monotonic w.r.t. <~; 
(ii) gt(~i<o,H~, 7~<0, H~)= I._.J(i~,~)~kg(Hi~, H~) (I= 1, 2, 3); 
(iii) f ' - ]k<w i k tr i tr - -  g~(f ~ (A ) , f  E~(A ))CVk<,og~(f~({Z}),ff2k({£})) for every ik, A; 
(iv) in f ( ( iU )y  g2(f~({±}),f&({l}))) 
~___z' • h(g,(~mf~, p,=f2))(z')(h"(g,(l~=f~, p,=f2))(p,=f,)(la,=f2)), 
where h"(z) = ~=_z" h'(z)(z")(p.=fl)(p~=f2); 
(v) inf([..J(,~.~k ) Vk<,gs(f~({±}),f~k({±}))~ h"(g (Ix~f~, =f2)); 
(vi) the following equations hold: 
g~(fdx),A(y) ) = h(g~(x, y) )(g2(x, y) )(g3(x, y) )(x)(y), 
g2(f~(x), y)= h(g~(x, y))(g2(x, y))(g3(x, y))(x)(y), 
g3(x, f2(y))= h'(g~(x, y))(g3(x, y))(x)(y); 
Proof. Observe that by Theorems 4.26(h), 4.65 and assumption (ii) of this lemma 
(u, ) gt(l~r.f~, ~=f2)= gt f,({±}), I I  f~({±}) 
Xi<co j<~n 
f,({±}), V f~({±}) 
i<oJ j<Lo 
- U V ,k ,k - gt(f~ ({-I-}),f2({-l-})) (for l=1,2,3) ,  
( ik, Jk ) k < oJ 
strictly monotonic 
and ix=z. h(-)(. )(- )(. )(- ) = Ix___z • h(. )(- )(. )(. )(- ). 
then 
gl(l~=f~, I~=f2) = I~=z" h(z )(p.~ z'. h(z )(z')( h"(z))(ix=f~)(ix=f2))(h"(z))(ix=f~)(ix=f2) 
=~=z-p~=_z'. h(z)(z')(h"(z))(~.fl)(~=f2), 
where again, h"(z)= I~=_z"" h'(z)(z")(~_fO(p.=f2). 
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Step 1: We now first prove that 
g~(~=A, ~=A) -~ ~_~z. h(- )(- )(. )(. )(.), 
or equivalently (by the guardedness o f f  l, f2 and h) 
g, (~=fl, pLgf2) <~ }x_=z • h(- )(. )(. )(. )(- ). 
For this it is sufficient o prove that 
g~(P-=A, P-=A) ~ h(g~(p~=A, }~=A))(Ix, z' • h(g~(~=A, P~A)) 
( z')( h"(g,(p,=A, ~=A)) )(~=A)(p.=A)) 
( h"(g, (l~=.f,, l~=A))) (l~=A) (}~=A). 
Now, 
gl(/~=f,, ~=f2) = h(g~(p,=A, pzf2))(g2(~=f,, }xzf2))(g3(pLzf~, I =A))(I~=A)(~=f2). 
So if we have that both 
g2(~=A, }~=A) <~ ~z"  h(g,(~=A, l*=A))(z')(g3(~=A, g=A))(~=A)(g=A) 
(in future we shall abbreviate the rhs as }x~/[) and 
g3(~=f,, ~=f2) ~< h"(g , (~,  ~=A)), 
then we have finished. 
The first condition is thus proved (leaving the second one to the reader): by 
induction we prove that 
g2(f~({.l.}),f~({l}))<-p.,j~, for all i andj. 
i k i k So also Vk<, g2(fl ({±}),f2 ({±})) ~< ~/~, for all ik, A. Hence, 
g~(f~ ({±}),f{~({±})) ~ t,_J V g2(f~({±}),f)({±}))~,~h. 
(ik, Jk) k (ik, Jk) k<¢o 
But by assumption (iv), also 
inf(  1.3 V g2(f ~({.[-}), f~({±})) <~ ttJ~. \ (i~,jD k<~o 
Consequently, 
ge(g~f~, g=A)= *k Jk 1.3 V g2(f}({-l-}),f~({±})) p.~ 
(i~,)k) k 
Step 2: Next we prove that 
g,(g=A, g:A)1> g~z- h(-)(.)(.)(.)(.). 
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Using the fact hat (for I = 1, 2) 
Atr ~(A=)  2 = D f t (A  )~_...  D~_ft 
and hence, also (for 1 = 1, 2) 
A t~/> ft(A tr) ~>f2(AIr) i> . . .  I> p.~ f/, 
we can inductively prove that, for all i and j, 
i tr j tr g,( f , (A  ) , f2(A ))~>p,=z. h( - )( - )( - )( . )( - ). 
Viz. thus gl(A tr, A tr) = A = and 
( f i+ l [At r~ f j+ l{At r~ g~w~ ,~ J.J2 ~ .=h(gl(f~(A~r).f~(A'r)))(g2(f~(A~).f~(At~))) 
i tr j tr i tr j tr (g3(fl(A ),f2(A ) ) ( f l (A  ))(f2(A )))=(*) 
[by the fact that one can simultaneously prove that 
i tr j tr g2(f,(A ),f2(A )) 
~p~z"  h(ix=z" h(.) . . .  (.))(z')(h"(p,=_z" h(') ...  ('))(ix=f,)(p,=f2))] 
(*)>t h(p,=_z" h ( . ) . . .  (.))(p,~z'. h(p,=_z" h)(z')(. )(. )(" )) 
( h"(p,~_z, h( " ) . . .  ('))(l~=f,)(~=f2)) 
= ~_=z.  h (  . ) (  . ) (  - ) (  . ) (  - ) .  
So also, for all (i,,jk), 
g~(f~(At~),ff2*(at~))>~p.=_z" h( ' ) ( ' ) ( - ) ( - ) ( - ) ,  
k<oJ 
and therefore, by (ii) and (iii), 
g l (P*=f l ,  P '=f2)= (..,J V (f~k({3-}),f~k({-I-}) 
(ik, jk) k<to 
>I [J A g~(f~k(atr),fJ2~(Atr))>~P~=_z" h( - ) ( - ) ( . ) ( - ) ( - ) .  
(i/ojk) k<to 
Step 3: Combining steps 1 and 2 we obtain 
gl(~mfl,  P.=f2) = I~Z" h ( ' ) ( ' ) ( ' ) ( ' ) ( ' ) ,  
which is equal to O.=z" h ( . ) ( - ) ( - ) ( - ) ( - ) ,  which in its turn by an application of the 
fixed-point property is equal to ;L=z- ~z ' -  h(z)(z')(h"(z))(lL=fO(~=f2). [] 
Finally, we come to our main result in this section, namely the justification of 
the syntactical transformation ~f. 
6.7. Theorem (Soundness of U_f). I f  rl and r2 are guarded, shielded, and regular 
processes, then 
Jr, L~ rd2 = [rd: L_~[r2l:. 
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Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.9. The basic cases (1), (2), and (3) are 
exactly the same; (4) is proved along the same lines, only now we need Lemma 6.5 
in case r2 does not contain any p.-construct, and Lemma 6.6 otherwise. 
For example, take the first case. Let rl = gx[s~]. Choose go = gL~ with g~(X)= 
X Ill ~r212. This function has the property that go({±}) = {±} IIf ~r~2 = 0 since ~r] # {_1_} 
for r not containing a ~-construct. Furthermore, by Theorem 5.10, go(V~<o, Hi)= 
V,<,o g0(H,). 
Next, we choose 
f= ~,.~ and h= ~2~,.v. 
Since f is guarded, h must be guarded as well. We need also g~(X) of the form 
X IIf~Y'~2 with r'#r. Note that all functions involved are monotonic w.r.t. ~<. 
Moreover, it holds that every infinite trace in go(l~=f) = p-r ~,,,v Lf [rn2. (By the fact 
that r does not contain a ix-construct, [r~2 can only contain finished traces; therefore, 
since 
go(ff({±})) ~< p.~_z" h(z)(p,=f)(g(p,=f)) 
for every i and p.~ does not add infinite traces, it must be the case that every infinite 
trace in go(P,=f) which is a fair trace in p.=fU_ [r~2 and which has approximations 
in every go(ff({-l-})) for j ~>Jo (some Jo) is an element of some finite approximation 
of ~z.  h(z) ( . . . ) ( . . . ) -  the union of approximations from 0; so inf(go(p.f)) 
p.~z. h(z)(...)(...), and therefore we may apply Lemma 6.5.) 
To prove (5) we need Lemma 6.6 with the following choices (let r~ = p.x[s~] and 
r2 = 
A m~" ~$1 -y, A= ~$2 "y 
gl(X, Y)=X ILl Y, g:(X, Y )=XU. f~.v (Y ) ,  
and 
g3(X, Y) = ~,2.~(Y) ¢f X, 
h( Z1)( Z2)( Za)( X)(  Y) 
=Is, L_, s212(vTZ,/x,,,}TZ2/x ,,2}{Z3/yL, x}{X/x}{ Y/Y}), 
h'(Z,)(Za)(X)( Y) =[s2 L f x]2( 7{Z,/Xt, y}{Z3/yt,=}{X/x}{ Y/y}). 
For these functions the requirements to apply Lemma 6.6 are verifiable: (i) and (ii) 
follow from Proposition 5.6 and Theorem 5.10 respectively; (iii) follows from the 
fact that every trace uk in Hk, z =f~(A tr) u.fft~(A tr) has a corresponding trace u~,± in 
H[I  =f~({±}) U.ff~({.I.}), where u~, is a prefix of uk. As this is the case for arbitrary 
k, we can build every infinite trace in I,.J(i~,jk)~k Hi~jk via a chain with elements in 
(HIk)k, SO also u ~ [,-J(i~.jk) ~k H~j~. 
The proof of (iv) is sketched as follows: if we have an infinite element u 
Vk<o, (f~({±}) ILff~k({±})) (for some sequence ((ik, jk))k), U must be the lub of a 
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chain (Uk)k with Uk e H}~ =f~({_L}) tl.ff~k({_L}). Suppose that fi = AX.H1 o X to H~ 
andf2 = AY.H2 o Yu  Hi .  Now, choose hi e Hi ,  Vo, and 0<~ n < to such that u = h'~vo 
and n is maximal. Since u is a fair merge, this maximal n exists. Furthermore, by 
inspection of the function h(z') = h( . ) ( z ' ) ( - ) ( . ) ( . ) ,  we find that h(z') = H~z'to V.. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that V does not contain elements that 
have prefixes in Hi. As in the proof of Lemma 6.6, using (ii) and (vi) we obtain that 
ue U V g2(f~({-t-}),fJk({-L})) 
(ik, Jk ) k 
= g2(V~, V2)=h(g2(V~, V2)) . . . .  = h"+~(g2(Vl, 112)) 
_~. I L /n+l  • -i "g2(V,, V2) toH '~VtoH'~- lV to  • "uHxVtoV,  
where Vj =dcr[ [if~({_L}) for j= l ,  2. Since n was chosen to be maximal such that 
u = h~vo, u e H~V and roe V. Consequently, 
u= h'~voe H*V= p-=_z" h(z')= p-~z" h( ' ) ( z ' ) ( - ) ( - ) ( - ) .  
(v) and (vi) of Lemma 6.6 are left to the reader to verify. 
Finally, we remark that (6) and (7) can be proved analogously, using the strictness 
in 0: ~ Ef H = ~t, for all H. [] 
6.8. Remarks. (1) The guarantee of being able to eliminate 0f is again proved in 
the same way as in Section 3 (the transformation rules have almost the same form, 
only here we can get as instead of p-s, but this does not affect the question of 
elimination (of U=f)). 
(2) As a special case we obtain a method to calculate fair merges of regular 
p--processes. Note, however, that in general the result is not a (pure) p,-process 
anymore (as may appear). This is the reason why we had to extend our processes 
to p--a-processes. 
(3) Note that the clauses (0)-(3) of ~f are the same as (0)-(3) used for L. The 
difference with the arbitrary merge lies in the clauses dealing with p--constructs. 
This reflects the fact that the fair merge is the same as the arbitrary merge when we 
consider finished traces, but for infinite (and unfinished) traces they differ. 
(4) To calculate the fair merge IJf, we use rl Uf/'2 ~" (rl ~f/'2) to (r 2 g.f rl). We remark 
that we cannot give a direct characterization f [_[f or ttx[s] [[_f r and ttx[sl] [Jf ~ty[$2], 
as we did with [J in Section 3 since we do not have that [If is strict in its arguments 
in some way, e.g., {_L} [If {a} = {a.L}, which is neither of the two bottom elements 
{.L} and ~. The fair left-merge, however, is strict in its left argument: {_L} II.f{a} =~. 
(5) We expect that for guarded regular processes that are not shielded the rules 
for II=f are still sound. But to prove this, a more general analogon of Lemma 6.6 
dealing with higher ordinals should be used (cf. Theorem 4.47). We shall not pursue 
this direction in this paper. 
However, there appears to be an indirect way to treat non-shielded processes as 
well: write such a process, by 'renaming' some action(s) (cf. Section 4) in a shielded 
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form, apply ~f and undo the renaming. This total operation then exactly works as 
just an application of 0f. 
Note that in any case, for determining the fair merge of two pure ix-constructs 
no problems arise since these constructs are shielded. 
To conclude this section we shall give a few examples. 
(1) a ' l l fbo"  ~-~x[ax]U:_f~y[by]=ixxt,  yart,  by[(ax~_fby)[ . / . ] ]  
= ttrt, rotxt, br[(art, br u abrtfy u abyt, x)[tty[by] 0f x/yt, x]]. 
Since Ix y[ by ] ~_ f x = ct yL, x[ byL, x w bxt, y] = b * bx~, y , a o" U_f b ~ becomes 
Ixz~az2[ az2 w abzl w abb* bz~] -- Ixzl[ ( a* ab w a* abb* b )zl] 
~- gzl[  a* ab*bzl] = ( a* ab* b ) ' .  
(2) (ab) ~ ILl d ~" = ttx[abx] E_f Ixy[dy] = t~rt, yart, dy 
.[ abxtf dr U ( abd u adb )xt, r u ( abd u adb ) yL, x u adyt, bx)[ "/"]]. 
Since Ixy[dy] ~fx=d*dr t ,  y (of. example (1)), and 
Ix y[ dy ] ~_f bx = et yt, b~[ dyL, b~ u dbyL, x w dbrtf y] = d* dbyt, ~ u d* dbrtf r , 
( ab ) "~ ~f d °" becomes 
Ixzlaz2[ abz2 u ( abd u adb( zl w ( abd u adb )d* dzl u add* dbzl) w add* dbd* dzl) ] 
= Ixzlaz2[abz2 u (abd w adb)d*z l  u add*dbd*zl ]  
= p.zlaz2[abz2 w abdd*zl  u ad*dbd*zl]  = ( (ab)* (abdd*u  ad*dbd*))o', 
which can be viewed as repeatedly doing ab a number of times, but at any moment 
after a f inite amount of time interleaved with finitely many ds. 
(3) (a 'b )  °" U_f c = t~x[cty[ay u bx]] Lf c = art ,  ~[ay[ay u bx] L_f c] [ . / .  ] 
= txrt, ~((etyL, ~[ayt, ~ u bx~,, u acy w bcx] [a*bx/y] ) [ (a*b)° ' /x ] )  
= az ( (az ' [az 'w  bz u aca*bx u bcx])[(a*b)*' /x])  
= az (a*bz  u a*ac(a*b)  ~' u a*bc(a*b)o') = (a*b)*a*(a u b)c(a*b)  '~, 
or we may use that otzaz ' f ( z ) ( z ' )~  otzf(z)(z)  and obtain the equivalent expression 
etz[(a u b)z  u (a u b)c(a*b)  "~ ] = (a u b)+ c(a*b)  ~'. 
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7. Concluding remarks 
We have seen how we can determine the arbitrary and fair merge of to-regular 
processes by means of a formal calculus. The soundness of the calculi was proved 
by means of several fixed-point ransformation lemmata. The soundness was similar 
)or both arbitrary and fair merge; the main difference was the underlying semantics 
for the processes. To deal with the arbitrary merge, the Smyth ordering ~, defined 
by H1EH2 if Vh2~/-/2 ::)h, ~H~ s.t. hlEh2, appeared to be the most suitable one. 
On the other hand, for dealing with the fair merge, a variation of its dual, the Hoare 
ordering ~<*, defined by/-/1 ~<*H2 if Vh~ e H, =lh2e/-/2 s.t. h~E_h2 (sometimes also 
called the 'naive' ordering) was very useful as well. 
It is interesting to see that these rather familiar orderings (Plotkin, Smyth, 
Hennessy, Milne and Milner have extensively studied them over the years, and also 
Broy has experimented with an embroidery of similar orderings, e.g. in [13], where 
he uses this to get a fixed-point semantics of an applicative multiprogramming 
language) are, besides being very useful to deal with nondeterminism, also very 
crucial in the important issues of concurrency, even at a very elementary and 
fundamental level. Recently, a similar observation occurred in [41], albeit in a more 
abstract, topological setting. 
It would be interesting to investigate whether (and how) these orderings can be 
used to treat more realistic oncurrent processes and more realistic fairness problems 
associated with them. 
As we have seen, a rather subtle merger of the Hoare and Smyth orderings is 
needed to prove both the results concerning the semantic domain associated with 
i~-ot-processes and those concerning the fair-merge calculus, and this mixture has 
to be handled with great care. In this respect, the theory regarding the fair merge 
is more complicated than the one regarding the arbitrary merge. Although it is 
simple in itself to devise some intuitively sound semantics for ~-ct-processes, it 
proved to be rather difficult to find a semantics that was useful for proving our 
fair-merge calculus correct. 
Also additional problems concerning discontinuity related to unbounded non- 
determinacy had to be solved. This was done by means of the syntactical restriction 
to so-called shielded processes. Essentially, these processes have the property that 
during approximations of some p,-(sub)construct one is able to tell whether one 
is really approximating this p~-construet or some or-construct that is contained 
within it. 
By using some additional actions e (° with the same underlying interpretation as 
the empty action e, but different from e as formal symbols, it becomes possible to 
write every i~-a-process in a shielded form. This trick proves our calculus to be 
correct for the fair merge of p.-a-processes since we can prove the correctness for 
shielded processes. But it remains an open question whether this can be directly 
done without resort to shieldedness. The main problem with this is the non- 
approximative nature of a least upper bound with respect o the Smyth ordering of 
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a chain with a length greater than ~o, and not the fixed-point transformation method 
itself. 
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